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THIS IS WHY
the first color silicone
hydrogel contact lens 
sets a new standard.

Introducing the most breathable 
color contact lens available1*

 *High Oxygen Transmissible Lenses: Dk/t = 138 @ -3.00D.
**Compared to ACUVUE^ ADVANCE^, ACUVUE^ OASYS^, PureVision^, Bio� nity^ and Avaira^ contact 
lenses. 
†Lotra� lcon B contact lenses tested include AIR OPTIX® AQUA, AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal and AIR OPTIX® 
for Astigmatism contact lenses.
^Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Important information for AIR OPTIX® COLORS (lotra� lcon B) contact lenses: For daily wear only for near/
farsightedness. Contact lenses, even if worn for cosmetic reasons, are prescription medical devices that 
must only be worn under the prescription, direction, and supervision of an eye care professional. Serious 
eye health problems may occur as a result of sharing contact lenses. Although rare, serious eye problems 
can develop while wearing contact lenses. Side effects like discomfort, mild burning, or stinging may occur. 
To help avoid these problems, patients must follow the wear and replacement schedule and the lens care 
instructions provided by their eye doctor. 
References: 1. Based on ratio of lens oxygen transmissibilities; Alcon data on � le, 2013. 2. Based on in vitro 
measurement of contact angles of unworn lenses; signi� cance demonstrated at 0.05 level. Alcon data on 
� le, 2009. 3. Eiden SB, Davis R, Bergenske P. Prospective study of lotra� lcon B lenses comparing 2 versus 
4 weeks of wear for objective and subjective measures of health, comfort, and vision. Eye & Contact Lens. 
2013;39(4):290-294.
See product instructions for complete wear, care and safety information. 
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UNIQUE PLASMA SURFACE + 3-IN-1 COLOR TECHNOLOGY 

PLASMA SURFACE 
TECHNOLOGY
Offers superior 
wettability2** 
and provides 
deposit resistance 
for consistent 
comfort from 
day 1 to day 303†

Carmen enhanced her look with 
Sterling Gray.

9 colors available with or without vision correction.

NEW

OUTER RING 
defines the iris

PRIMARY COLOR 
transforms the eye color

INNER RING 
brightens and adds depth

To learn more talk to your Alcon 
sales representative
or visit MYALCON.COM
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I Second That Emotion
Change what you do and how you do it to strike an emotional 
chord with your patients. Emotion guides decision making. 

W
e all want to be impor-
tant. As humans, we 
have a deep psychologi-
cal and physical need 

to be wanted and to believe that 
we provide value to others. We’re 
proud to bring you this special edi-
tion on caring. At the root of ev-
erything we do, we need to receive 
and provide an emotional benefit.  
   In this issue, sponsored by Alcon, 
we cover the major points of run-
ning a successful practice, all of 
which have their foundation in the 
consumer experience. But maybe 
even more importantly, we’re going 
to think about possibly changing 
what you do and how you do it, to 
better serve your patients and your 
staff while at same time improving 
your own happiness. 

Communication is key
Take a few minutes to consider 

what a huge opportunity we have 
to impact the lives of our patients. 
We can preserve, enhance and pro-
tect our patients’ vision — arguably 
the most important sense. But to do 
this, we must move past the day-
to-day process of doing “stuff” and 
start thinking more about education 
and prevention. 

We have an incredible ability and 

responsibility to affect consumer 
outcomes by careful and caring 
education with the goal of better 
consumer understanding of their 
options and their role in maintain-
ing good ocular health and vision. 
Communication is instrumental. 
As discussed in OM last month, 
words matter. Even, “I prescribe 

sunwear to protect your eyes” has 
a very different connotation than 
“I recommend you purchase sun-
glasses.” But words aren’t the only 
form of communication. Your body 
language and how you approach 
your patient has a huge impact 
on your ability to effectively get 
your message across and create a 

B Y  S C O T  M O R R I S ,  O . D . ,  F . A . A . O .               
C h i e f  O p t o m e t r i c  E d i t o r

1

change in behavior. Eye contact, 
an appropriate touch or even just 
an understanding glance and nod 
can effect your ability to connect 
on a deeper level than “Hi, How  
are you?” and “What can I help you 
with today?”

Appreciate your staff
Caring also needs to translate 

and carry through to the day-to-
day practice operations. Your staff 
needs to know that you care for and 
appreciate them. Our ability to mo-
tivate staff and enhance their daily 
lives translates to the care that they 
provide to patients, as well. It’s im-
portant to know what they need, 
and provide it to them. It could be 
as simple as an earnest “thank you 
for what you did today” at the end 
of every day. Little things matter — 
they show others that you care. 

I will end with a favorite quote 
on the subject. 

“One of the deep secrets of life is 
that all that is really worth doing is 
what we do for others”    — Lewis Carol

Ponder it. Embrace it. Do some-
thing right now to show you care. 
You may just make someone’s  
day better. OM

We have  
an incredible 

ability and  
responsibility to 
affect consumer  

outcomes. . .
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Can You Transform 
Your Practice?
You know what you do and 
how you do it. Now ask, Why?

E
ven if your practice offers 
comprehensive eye care and 
eye health services, quality 
products, a convenient loca-

tion and hours, and a friendly, well-
trained staff, it’s still missing a criti-
cal ingredient, according to author 
Simon Sinek. It’s missing the “why” 
— the variable that can transform 
your practice.

Why the “why”?
To understand why the “why” 

is important, consider a marketing 
message delivered to patients by a 
practice with all of the attributes 
above: Practice XYZ offers great 
products and eye care services (the 
“what”) through its professional 
doctors and staff (the “how”). 

“We say what we do, we say how 
we’re different or how we’re better, 
and we expect some sort of behavior 
or purchase,” says Sinek in his pop-
ular TedTalks presentation. “Here’s 
our new car. It gets great gas mile-
age. It has leather seats. Buy our car. 
But it (the message) is uninspiring.”

The “why” provides inspiration. 
“People don’t buy what you do, 
they buy why you do it,” Sinek says. 
For example, Apple Computer’s  
message starts with the why: Apple 
believes in challenging the status quo 
(the “why”). It challenges the status 
quo by making beautifully designed 
products that are user friendly (the 
“how”). They “just happen to make 
great computers,” he says.

The “why” explains Apple’s  
success in selling phones and MP3 
players. Other companies haven’t 
succeeded in these categories, even 
though they’re “equally qualified to 
make these products,” according to 
Sinek.

Of course, not everyone buys 
computers and phones from Apple. 
But the goal isn’t to do business 
with everyone who needs the prod-
ucts and services you offer. “The 
goal is to do business with people 
who believe what you believe,” says 
Mr. Sinek.

A special issue
In this special edition of  

Optometric Management, we pres-
ent lessons from optometrists who 
reveal how their “why” differenti-
ates their practice and forges an 
emotional bond with patients. 
Through a combination of clini-
cal skills and the latest product in-
novations, these optometrists keep  
patients feeling their best, seeing 
their best and looking their best. The 
sponsor of this special issue, Alcon, 
has refined the message for optome-
try through it’s “Why I Care” initia-
tive: “Why I Care is about making 
an emotional connection, prioritiz-
ing eye care, and putting the patient 
at the center of all we do.” OM

Editor’s Note: Alcon is not in any way asso-

ciated with either Mr. Simon Sinek, his TED 

Talks, or Apple Computer, nor should it be 

construed as an endorsement of same.
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   THIS IS WHY 4 out of 5 patients 
agree their lenses feel like new.1
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see, look, feel

Imagine how different your life would be if patients were as inspired 
as you are to achieve optimum vision and preserve ocular wellness.

A
lcon believes it 
can transform eye 
care and improve 
patients’ quality 
of life. It’s a bold 

statement, but it’s not unattain-
able. In fact, it’s within the pow-
er of every optometrist to make 
that dream a reality. There’s no 
question that, technologically 
speaking, we’ve arrived. We 
have a powerful arsenal of inno-
vative products to keep patients 
feeling their best, seeing their 
best and looking their best. 

Time and again, vision is 
ranked as the most valued sense, 
yet how many of our patients 
follow the eye care wellness 

regimens we advise? Think of 
how much time, energy and 
expense your patients devote to 
their teeth, skin, hair and their 
waistlines. They do this because 
they have a powerful emotional 
connection to how they look in 
the mirror. Let’s help them make 
that strong connection to their 
eye care as well. In doing so, we 
truly can transform eye care and 
improve patients’ quality of life. 

As doctors, we know what is 
best and we know how to do it. 
We are fortunate to be living in 
a time where we have innovative 
products developed to address 
unmet patient needs. We simply 
need to help patients recognize 

their own personal why and then 
they will see why feeling, seeing 
and looking better matters. 

Simon Sinek, author of the 
New York Times bestseller 
“Start with Why,” says “People 
don’t buy what you do; they 
buy why you do it.” Convey this 
to patients and everyone wins. 
Industry wins as the market 
grows, doctors win as practices 
grow and most importantly,  
patients win as we have  
enhanced their quality of life!

Why I Care is about making 
an emotional connection, pri-
oritizing eye care, and putting 
the patient at the center of all 
we do. 
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E
ven before I was  
introduced to  
Simon Sinek’s book, 
“Start with Why,” 
and Alcon’s Why I 

Care concept, I knew I wanted 
to help people in some way.  
It’s something that I more or 
less understood for most of my 
adult life and probably explains 
why I chose the eye care  
profession. After all, optometry 
is a fantastic career to help and 
connect with others. Still, if you 
asked me early on what my 
guiding purpose was or WHY 
I make the choices I do, I’d 
be hard-pressed to put it into 
words. And, despite being part 
of a great profession, my cause 
was still a little fuzzy.

I had been practicing  
optometry for six years before 
my first son was born. And, as 
most moms will tell you, when 
my child arrived, life completely 
changed. Not only was I an eye 
doctor, but now I was a mother 
as well. I felt like I had two  
lives that were completely  
independent. Making choices 
became increasingly difficult 
and I felt torn. 

Discovering “Start with 
Why” and Alcon’s Why I Care  
concept really helped me to 
marry the two parts of my life 
and feel more centered than I 
had in quite some time. But it 
wasn’t like turning on a switch. 
For me, developing a clear 

WHY didn’t come easily. It 
was a process to say the least. 
But having gone through it has 
made a big difference.

My WHY is both profes-
sional and personal. It is to 
enhance others to become their 
best selves through the power 
of connection. Being constantly 
mindful and aware of this af-
fects my decisions—from the 

little ones I make on a daily  
basis to the big ones that shape 
my future. But more than  
anything, my WHY helps me to 
appreciate my life and express 
gratitude. It makes me feel  
complete and authentic. 

My WHY is something I use 
with patients as well. It helps 
me be a better listener and focus 
more clearly on the details. I 
also communicate more effec-
tively and I make more mean-
ingful connections. I’m helping 
people and I’m changing lives, 
which (needless to say) is  
tremendously gratifying.

Is everything easier now that 
I have a purpose or a cause? 
Not always. In fact, some  
decisions are more difficult 
when you’re trying to live  
authentically. It means that 
sometimes you have to say 
“no” and turn down things 
that initially seem like great op-
portunities. But the good news 
is, knowing your WHY helps 
you see opportunities you never 
even knew were there—and it 
helps you make choices that are 
consistent with who you are 
and the path you want to travel.

In short, my WHY helps  
center me and enhances my 
connections with others. It has 
helped me become the person 
that I always wanted to be and 
not some other self that others 
think I should be. 

WIC14014AE-B

The Importance
 of Authenticity

My WHY is both 
professional and 
personal. It is to 
enhance others to 
become their best 
selves through the 
power of connection.

MELISSA BARNETT, O.D., F.A.A.O., BERKELEY, CALIF.
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D
o you believe you 
can transform eye 
care and improve 
patients’ quality 
of life? It’s a bold 

question, but it is an attainable 
goal. In fact, it’s within the  
power of every eye care profes-
sional to make it a reality. 

At Alcon, Why I Care is 
revolutionizing the way eye care 
professionals view and live out 
their careers—which means it’s 
also dramatically affecting the 
individualized care that patients 
receive. I am not usually this 
passionate and dramatic about 
things, but the concepts from 
Simon Sinek’s New York Times 
bestseller “Start with Why,” have 
honestly changed my life, as 
well as the lives of several of my 
colleagues—two of whom will 
share their stories here. 

Centered on the ideas  
proposed in “Start with Why,” 
Why I Care is about practicing 
around a personal WHY. With-
out a doubt, discovering one’s 
WHY has the power to make 
better, more successful doctors. 
Here’s how.

What is the difference?
There are three levels at 

which we can practice our  
profession. All of us practice at 
the first level, which is called the 
level of WHAT. At this level, we 
focus on the countless intricacies 
of delivering patient care. For 
example, we learn all we can 
about ocular disease, prescribing 
glasses and contact lenses. We 
know WHAT we do: we provide 
eye care. 

The next level of eye care 
professionals practice at the level 
of HOW. These eye care profes-
sionals might be said to practice 
at a higher level. They’ve taken 
their specialty and they under-
stand how to do it best. They 
invest in technology and they 
refine their trade. They are prac-
ticing innovative eye care using 
advanced tools and technology, 
and may even offer personalized 
service. While we all practice at 
least at the level of WHAT, those 
of us in this second group focus 
more intimately on HOW we do 
it. But, believe it or not, there is 
a third, and even higher, level.

The greatest doctors—those 

of us who really excel—are 
those who engage our team and 
our patients with WHY we do 
what we do. As obscure as that 
may sound, there are very simple 
and concrete steps that each of 
us can take to achieve the better 
patient, practice, and personal 
experiences and outcomes that 
flow naturally when we under-
stand and embrace our own per-
sonal WHY.

The difference is WHY
Alcon’s Why I Care purpose 

is to transform eye care and 
improve patients’ quality of life. 
Chances are, there was a time 
when you got out of bed every 
morning focused on a similar 
type of goal. If you’re like many 
of us, however, the reasons you 
do what you do have gotten 
buried in the course of the day 
by the sheer number of steps 
you have to take and hurdles 
you have to clear. 

We’re so busy thinking about 
HOW to do WHAT we do, that 
many of us fail to think back 
to WHY we do it. But what if 
thinking about WHY all the 
time made doing what we do 
easier and better? What if it 
impacted the outcomes or your 
patient care and was the driv-
ing force behind the clinical and 
customer service decisions that 
you make? What if we were not 
focused on the price of a prod-
uct, the impact on cost of goods, 
the chair time that it takes? 
Knowing our WHY and living it 
daily offers freedom, and we can 
all benefit from it. Our patients 

How to Connect with Patients 
by Starting with WHY

I provide vision correc-
tion and ocular wellness 
through personalized 
service and innovative 
products. I transform 
eye care and improve 
patients’ quality of 
life. That’s Why I Care.  
Now, ask yourself, why 
do you care?

DAVID KADING, O.D., SEATTLE

(Continued on bottom of page 10)
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I 
had a volleyball coach in 
college who also served as 
the school’s athletic  
director. Her name was 
Coach Carol. I would 

sometimes run into Coach Carol 
in the hall and try to ask her a 
question. Often, however, she 
would interrupt me by saying 
“Gina, not now. I’m currently 
wearing my administrator hat, 
not my coaching hat.” At the 
time, I thought this was ridicu-
lous. Why couldn’t my coach 
stop for a second to address my 
pressing concern? Like many 
questions in life, I later appreci-
ated and had a greater under-
standing of her approach as I 
progressed in my own career.

In 2006, I graduated from 
The Ohio State University and 
immediately started working 
full time as an optometrist. For 
three and a half years, I worked 
at someone else’s private prac-
tice. But I hadn’t been doing it 
very long before I discovered 
that this was not the path I 
wanted to be on forever. I think 
it’s important that every person 
recognizes her strengths when it 
comes to being an optometrist 
and professional. I realized I 
thrived most when I was in 
charge of decision-making, and 
helping guide others in the di-
rection I desired. It’s where I’m 
happiest and most successful. 
Unfortunately, as an employed 
optometrist, my autonomy was 
limited. I knew I needed to think 
outside the box to achieve what 
would work best for me so I 
could be in charge, build a fam-
ily and have a career that would 

be flexible enough to evolve 
with the changing needs of my 
family.

I started my own practice 
cold after only two years of 
being employed. I didn’t have 
enough patients to sustain me 
full-time, so for a year and a 
half, I did what Coach Carol 
did—I wore two hats; one was 
my own and in the other I con-
tinued as an employee. It was a 
busy time. I worked two days 
per week at my brand new prac-
tice and the other three days for 
someone else. I grew slowly and 
carefully and, eventually, I left 
the employee position to focus 
on my practice and to begin 
building my family. 

Though I always knew the 
general direction I wanted to 
move in with respect to my 
personal life and career, it was 

harder to pin down and make 
choices prior to having a con-
crete statement of WHY. For 
example, before my WHY was 
defined, we had a reasonably 
respectable and moral office 
culture, but there would be 
questions about how to handle 
different patient issues or how 
to manage our own attitudes 
and perceptions. There would 
be an occasional slip in terms of 
patient experience due to a staff 
member’s interpretation of what 
they thought was the best choice 
for the practice. As the practice 
grew larger, I became worried 
that the office culture would be 
harder to enforce and control 
with more and more staff. 

Around this same time, I was 
also blessed with a second child 
and, during my maternity leave, 
I read Simon Sinek’s life- 
changing book “Start With 
Why,” not only are my goals 
more clear, I have a more 
focused guidance in how to 
achieve them. 

After reading the book, 
I set out to develop a WHY 
statement—a statement that 
defined why I wake up every 
day for both personal as well as 
professional reasons. This state-
ment was a work in progress 
for me. It took many months, 
and revisions, to help define it. 
I would like to stress that even 
though my WHY statement was 
dynamic as I sought to define it, 
the process of doing so created 
greater focus for myself, my 
practice and staff.  With inspira-
tion from Alcon’s Why I Care 
concept, I have recently further 

Achieve Balance and Improve 
Patient Outcomes

I wake up every day 
to be an authentic 
example so that I can 
bring about positive 
change in the world 
around me.

GINA WESLEY, O.D., M.S., F.A.A.O., MEDINA, MINN.
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explored my WHY. My WHY 
statement is now solidified: I 
wake up every day to be an 
authentic example so that I can 
bring about positive change in 
the world around me. 

Now, when I think about 
decisions I make in my personal 
and professional life, I immedi-
ately think about what impact 
they will have on my family 
as well as on my practice. If 
the impact could potentially 
be negative—if it creates too 
much stress or time away from 
home—I’m able to say no with 
much less guilt than I ever was 
before. Conversely, this has also 
opened up other professional 
opportunities I may not have 
recognized prior to defining my 
personal WHY. 

I’ve further extrapolated my 
WHY into the office. This has 
been especially valuable for my 
staff. As an extension of creat-
ing positive change in the world 
around me, I challenge my staff 
to dedicate the practice to the 

care and quality of the lifelong 
ocular health of our patients. 
To clarify this further, I also de-
cided that the best, most simple 
way to ensure that we meet our 
WHY every day is to ask our-
selves two questions in every 
patient scenario: Are we helping 
this patient with their ocular 
health and performance; and are 
we providing the highest level of 
customer service and respect? 

I came back from maternity 
leave and educated staff about 
this concept, providing everyone 
with copies of Sinek’s book. 
Since that time, we enjoy a level 
of clarity that is beyond words. 
At every office meeting we  
review our WHY and what our 
two questions are. We also  
discuss two patient scenarios  
(either real or imagined) in 
which we need to apply our 
WHY. Then, we discuss how we 
would do so. 

We are now much more 
cognizant of what actions align 
with our practice’s purpose. For 

instance, we live in a fairly af-
fluent area, but we occasionally 
see patients who are on medical 
assistance. In the past, I really 
had to challenge the staff to 
not treat these patients differ-
ently. Now that this is part of 
our WHY statement, it’s more 
apparent to staff that every 
patient, no matter what their 
financial circumstance, should 
walk away feeling respected and 
cared for. 

As a doctor, a business owner 
and a mother, life is full of 
choices and many of them—
though seemingly small—can 
take us off the path we envision 
for ourselves and our practices. 
Having a clearly defined pur-
pose, or WHY, has helped guide 
my actions in a manner that’s 
consistent with my dreams and 
has helped me better manage the 
tug-of-war in a way that’s not 
all that different from Coach 
Carol, whose quest for balance I 
now completely understand. 
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get the best care and we live our 
purpose daily, which will always 
result in better outcomes for our 
practices.  

Convey your WHY
Chances are, you chose eye 

care as a profession because you 
wanted to enhance, change or 
transform patients’ lives through 
the delivery of vision care. Let 
that be your driving force in the 
exam room. You are not there to 
go through the various steps of 
the exam. You are there to  
deliver excellent care — the 
very best you can. You make 
people see better, feel better and 
look better. You transform lives. 
Don’t underestimate the power 
and importance of those abili-
ties. Believe in them, make them 

the central focus of your day, 
and talk about it with your pa-
tients. It will make a difference.

“People don’t buy what you 
do; they buy why you do it,” 
says Sinek. This poignant obser-
vation is evident in all profes-
sions, but it is especially satu-
rated with truth when it comes 
to healthcare. Patients trust 
their doctors with their lives. 
Our patients trust us with their 
vision, which is the sense they 
value most. This opportunity 
to connect could not be more 
powerful. 

Though it doesn’t always 
seem like it, people don’t really 
want to settle for second best 
when it comes to their vision. 
The truth is, they may not be 
in touch with the emotional 
connection that they innately 

have with clarity of sight. That’s 
where we come in. We put them 
in touch with what they already 
want. They need us to help 
them understand WHAT we 
are providing them and HOW a 
particular technology,  
product or procedure is best. 
And, more importantly, they 
need to know WHY we believe 
in it and that we are recom-
mending it to them because we 
care about their health and  
visual wellbeing. 

Patients long for a meaningful 
connection. When we wrap our 
existence around Why I Care, 
we are fulfilling our purpose, our 
practices benefit, and most im-
portantly, the patient’s outcome, 
experience, and vision is inspired 
towards greatness.    

WIC14014AE- A
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W
hen I was in 
high school, 
I used to 
coat my skin 
in baby oil 

and catch rays at Sand Harbor, 
Lake Tahoe. Now, when I’m at 
a beach or sporting event, show-
ing signs of distress because 
I forgot the sunscreen for me 
and my boys, five other parents 
readily offer up bottles of SPF 
50. These on-the-ball parents 
likely used tanning beds when 
they were teenagers, yet at some 
point in the last couple of de-
cades, something changed in our 
beliefs about the importance of 
proper skincare. By and large, 
most people now shield them-
selves as best they can from the 
sun — be it with hats, clothes, 
sunscreen, sunglasses or a com-
bination thereof. 

Dentistry has witnessed a 
similar transformation. Most 
patients now recognize the need 
for (and adherence to) semi-
annual cleanings and flossing 
daily — both as a means for 
keeping the teeth white and for 
preventing decay. Without ques-
tion, dermatology and dentistry 
have changed dramatically in 
our lifetime. 

This change had to start 
somewhere. Dentists had to 
take on a cause to stop thinking 
about the downstream eventual-
ity of filling teeth and instead 

think about preventing cavities 
in the first place. Then they had 
to encourage patients to under-
stand why. Dentists had to get 
insurance companies on board, 
too. But, most importantly, 
members of these professions 
had to band together and work 
on ways to improve prevention, 
demonstrate that it works, and 
communicate to the masses. A 

similar movement is under way 
now in eye care. 

The wheels are in motion
We all want our patients to 

see their best, look their best 
and feel their best. For the past 
15+ years, I’ve been immersed 
in dry eye research and the im-
pact this condition can have on 
patients’ lives. Lately, however, 
I’ve had the opportunity to take 
a step back and think about the 
ocular surface from a slightly 
different perspective.

Earlier this year, I met with 
ocular surface thought leaders 
from across the US and Canada 
as part of an Alcon advisory 
board for 2 days of intense 
discussion and workshops. The 
objective of the meeting was to 

explore new ways of proactively 
thinking about the ocular sur-
face so individuals can experi-
ence a lifetime of comfortable 
vision. Specifically, the group 
explored ways to change our 
thinking about ocular surface 
issues from problem solving to 
prevention.

Discussions at the meeting 
covered knowledge of the ocu-

lar surface in health and dis-
ease; best practices for screen-
ing, diagnosis, and treatment 
of ocular surface conditions; 
and, especially, ways to promote 
ocular surface wellness.  

Participants discussed in-
terventions that may promote 
ocular surface wellness; how 
these apply to special popula-
tions (such as contact lens wear-
ers and candidates for ocular 
surgery); and how to generate a 
higher level of public awareness 
around the importance of main-
taining a healthy ocular surface. 

Understanding prevention
Moving from reactive care to 

preventive care is a core theme 
of ocular surface wellness. But 
what exactly does that mean? 

Ocular Surface Wellness
Aiming for a shift in focus from treatment to prevention

KELLY K. NICHOLS, O.D., M.P.H., PH.D., F.A.A.O.

feel your best

I urge eye care professionals  
to rethink their traditional approach 

to patient care. 
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feel your best

Prevention, from a public health 
perspective, can be grouped into 
three levels — primary, second-
ary and tertiary. These terms are 
named after the stages of disease 
they target. Primary prevention 
aims to prevent the condition 
from occurring. As such, we use 
primary prevention methods 
before patients develop a condi-
tion to reduce incidence and 
prevalence. Secondary preven-
tion is applied after the ocular 
condition has occurred, but be-
fore the person notices anything 
is wrong. The goal of secondary 
prevention is to find and treat 
ocular conditions early. Tertiary 
prevention is targeted at pa-
tients who already have symp-
toms. Accordingly, our goal 
with these patients is to stop the 
condition from progressing and 
prevent further damage.

Unfortunately, generally 
speaking, our medical system 
is targeted toward disease and 
treatment, as opposed to pre-
vention. Most of our diagnosis 
codes, for instance, require 
a frank diagnosis in order to 
process claims. We’re trained to 
look for disease and, as a result, 
that has become our primary 
focus. That does not, however, 
mean it’s for the best. 

Treating ocular conditions is 
a necessary part of eye care, but 
can we do more? Ocular surface 
wellness occurs in the primary 
stage of prevention. It requires 
us to take a step back and con-
sider how we can keep patients 
from suffering a loss in health, 
vision or quality of life in the 
first place. 

Will anyone listen?
In theory, patients and 

healthcare providers understand 
that prevention is a good ap-
proach and, as such, it is gaining 
momentum and recognition. 
Infant and child wellness visits 

are a good example of this, as 
are frequent dental x-rays. The 
term wellness has also become 
a well-known buzz phrase with 
many patient populations. The 
relatively recent shift toward 
healthier diets and so-called  
super-foods is proof-positive 
that Americans are interested 
in the concept of wellness. The 
question is, are eye care profes-
sionals ready to make the shift? 

Aside from the global health 
benefits, it doesn’t take a do-
gooder to recognize the many 
ways in which ocular surface 
wellness can improve the pro-
fession as well as our practices. 
As we all know, we never seem 
to be able to get ahead of the 
contact lens curve. The overall 
number of contact lens wear-
ers increases across age up to 
35 years; then the number of 
wearers declines. We keep fit-
ting more lenses every year, but 
patients also drop out of lens 
wear at a similar rate primarily 
due to discomfort and dryness. 
What impact could maintaining 
a healthy ocular surface have on 
decreasing dropout rates? 

Change the culture
For better or worse, we’re 

a nation obsessed with hand 
sanitizer and sneezing into our 

sleeves. We weren’t taught these 
practices as children. Rather, 
we bought into them over time. 
That same buy-in phenomenon 
is possible with maintaining a 
healthy ocular surface. Discuss-
ing and educating patients on 
the benefits of a healthy ocular 
surface while they still have it 
could change behavior if they 
recognize the long term benefits 
of maintaining a healthy ocular 
surface. This behavior could be 
as simple as a more thorough 
and careful cleaning of the 
eyelids and removal of makeup 
each night, or use of artificial 
tears before dryness occurs.

In the coming years, the 
profession will be develop 
clear protocols and procedures 
for ocular wellness exams. In 
the meantime, I urge eye care 
professionals to rethink their 
traditional approach to patient 
care and help garner awareness 
about the importance of ocular 
surface wellness by educating 
patients on the steps they can 
take to achieve it. 

We should no longer hang 
our coats on early diagnosis. 
Let’s not be the ones who mere-
ly find and fix. Let’s prevent 
disease as well. When patients 
come in with healthy eyes, let’s 
not merely give them a pat on 
the back and send them away. 
Let’s instead have a conversa-
tion about how to keep them on 
track. Our practices will grow, 
our profession will flourish and 
our patients will enjoy a lifetime 
of clear and healthy vision. OM

WIC14015AE

Dr. Nichols is  
Dean and Professor  

of the University

of Alabama at  

Birmingham.

Prevention 
vs. Wellness

Wellness and preven-
tion go hand in hand, 

but they are not, strictly 
speaking, the same. Pre-
vention is a mechanism, 
or a way of not getting a 
disease or illness. Wellness 
is the opposite of disease. 
However, wellness is more 
than that. It is a holistic 
term that also embraces 
quality of life. 
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BLINK-ACTIVATED
MOISTURIZING AGENTS

MOISTURIZING AGENTS
PVA, PEG and HPMC 
help deliver comfort 
from insertion to the 
end of the day.Visit myalcon.com

    THIS IS WHY patients can
enjoy refreshing comfort with every blink—no matter
         what the day may bring.

DAILIES® AquaComfort Plus® contact lenses 
are the only daily disposable contact lenses 
with blink-activated moisture,* which helps result 
in a stable tear film with refreshing comfort 
throughout the day—every day.1

PERFORMANCE DRIVEN BY SCIENCE™

*Based on DAILIES® AquaComfort Plus® sphere contact lenses.

Reference: 1. Wolffsohn J, Hunt O, Chowdhury A. Objective clinical performance of ‘comfort-enhanced’ daily disposable soft contact lenses. 
Cont Lens Anterior Eye. 2010;33(2):88-92.

See product instructions for complete wear, care, and safety information.

© 2013 Novartis     11/13    DAF14004JAD

TEAR FILM STABILITY
Tear fi lm stability helps 
support clear vision.

BLINK-ACTIVATED 
MOISTURE
Moisture is released with 
every blink, which helps 
result in a stable tear fi lm.
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T
he ultimate goal of 
any eye care pro-
fessional should 
be to provide their 
patients with opti-

mal eye and vision care so that 
patients can see their best, look 
their best and feel their best.  
Patient compliance and adher-
ence to your recommendations 
is critical to their success. Help-
ing your patients understand 
why you have prescribed a 
specific correction modality 
or management plan is an im-
portant contributor to patients 
achieving successful outcomes.

Contact lenses  
and compliance

Patient compliance is a key-
stone to successful contact lens 
wear. It our goal that patients 
follow recommended wear 
time, cleaning and disinfecting 
regimens, and replacement fre-
quencies. Noncompliance may 
diminish comfort, vision, and 
put the patient at risk for an 
adverse advent.1 

Unfortunately, patients aren’t 
always compliant, especially 
with replacement frequency. 
Common responses when ask-
ing patients how frequently they 
replaces their contact lenses 

may include “not as often as I 
should” or “when they become 
irritating.” Results from a 2009 
study by Dumbleton and col-
leagues show that overall 39% 
of patients were not compliant 
with the manufacturers recom-
mended replacement frequency 
(MRRF) and that compliance 
varied with lens type.2 Compli-
ance was 48% for 2 week, 72% 
for 1 month, and 88% for daily 
disposables. The most frequent 
reasons for noncompliance was 
“forgetting which day to replace 
lenses” (51%) and “to save 
money” (26%). Another more 
recent study in 2013 demon-
strated a similar pattern; com-
pliance with lens replacement 
was 34% for 2 week, 67% for 
1 month, and 74% for daily 
disposables.3 Additionally, in a 
2013 survey of 9677 patients 
from 457 practitioners revealed 
similar results; compliance with 
replacement frequency was 
30% for 2 week, 65% monthly, 
and 79% for daily disposables.4 

From this data, it would 
seem that the most obvious way 
of improving compliance would 
be start by fitting or refitting 
patients in monthly or daily 
disposable lens designs. Data 
from 2013 for the U.S. shows 

that distribution of prescribed 
replacement frequencies were 
as follows: 44% 1 month, 30% 
2 week, and 20% daily dispos-
ables.5  We are already seeing a 
shift towards prescribing daily 
disposable contact lenses, as 
their use in the U.S. has almost 
doubled since 2009.5,6 Patients 
who wear daily disposable 
contact lenses have the highest 
perceived importance of replac-
ing contact lenses on schedule 
compared to patients wearing  
2 week or 1 month lenses.2 
Daily disposable lenses not 
only provide patients with 
convenience but also promote 
compliance with replacement 
frequency. 

The 2009 Dumbleton study 
also concluded that “patient 
and doctor interaction” is help-
ful to improving compliance. 
The majority of patients felt it 
was important that the eye care 
professional not only explain 
the replacement schedule, but 
also educate them on the risk of 
noncompliance. In other words, 
we need to explain to the pa-
tient why we are prescribing a 
specific replacement schedule 
because this reinforces its  
importance. For example, it  
has been demonstrated that 

Why I Care: 
Promoting Compliance
Helping your patients understand why you’ve prescribed a certain 
lens or treatment plays a role in the final outcome.

GREGORY W. DENAEYER, O.D., F.A.A.O., COLUMBUS, OHIO

practice your best
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compliant patients have bet-
ter comfort and vision at the 
end of the day, as well as when 
their lenses needed replacing, 
compared to noncompliant 
patients.1 Additionally, patients 
who are compliant with pre-
scribed replacement frequency 
have a lower rate of self report-
ed problems compared to non-
compliant patients.7  Without 

the why, the patient might view 
lens replacement as arbitrary 
and will be more likely to forget 
to replace, try to save money, or 
use subjective cues. In addition, 
I counsel my patients to replace 
their monthly replacement con-
tact lenses on the first or last 
day of every month and my dai-
ly disposable patients to replace 
their lenses every day, similar to 
other daily activities like brush-
ing their teeth, for example.

Exam frequency & contact 
lens purchase patterns

Noncompliance with replace-
ment frequency can not only 
affect comfort and vision, but 
it also has been linked to other 
behavior patterns. Dumbleton 
and colleagues demonstrated 
that patients wearing 2-week 
or 1-month replacement lenses 
and were noncompliant with 
replacement frequency had a 
longer interval between office 
visits.3 Less frequent eye ex-
aminations potentially puts the 
patient at risk for undetected 

complications that would have 
otherwise been successfully 
managed at an annual examina-
tion.

Decreasing the interval  
between eye exams by prescrib-
ing modalities that encourage 
compliance increases the  
opportunity to promote eye-
glasses, sunwear, new contact 
lens technology and preventive 

ocular care. The study suggests 
compliance with replacement 
frequency is higher if the patient 
has adequate supply of contact 
lenses as with the purchase of 
an annual supply.3 

Conclusions
Soft lenses that are replaced 

daily are comfortable and 
convenient because the patient 
has a readily available supply. 
However, it’s clear that a signifi-
cant proportion of patients are 
noncompliant with lens replace-
ment. Noncompliance with pre-
scribed replacement frequency 
not only reduces vision and 
comfort, but also increases the 
time when patients return to 
your office.

Take the time to explain the 
importance of the ECP recom-
mended replacement frequency 
and why it  enhance their con-
tact lens wearing experience. 
Also emphasize the ocular 
complications that may result if 
they are noncompliant with lens 
replacement. Without under-

standing why adherence to the 
prescribed replacement modal-
ity is important, many patients 
will be forgetful or try and save 
money without realizing the 
implications to their eye health 
and vision. OM
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Recommendations for Successful Patient 
Outcomes with Contact Lens Wear
▸ Prescribe daily disposable and monthly replacement  

contact lenses
▸ Discuss why it’s important to be compliant with  

recommended replacement schedules
▸ Encourage ordering annual supplies
▸ Pre-schedule annual eye examinations 

Dr. DeNaeyer
is clinical director for 

Arena Eye Surgeons  

in Columbus, Ohio.  

E-mail him at gdenaey-

er@arenaeyesurgeons.

com, or send comments to optomet-

ricmanagement@gmail.com.
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W
hen a new 
contact lens 
product 
first enters 
the market, 

the manufacturer is interested 
in assessing the response of 
patients and eye care profes-
sionals (ECP). Although a great 
deal of data has typically been 
gathered from clinical trials 
prior to launch of the product, 
“real-world” experience will 

actually dictate success or fail-
ure. Clinical trials can provide a 
great deal of information about 
product performance, but only 
the marketplace can tell if an 
innovative product provides a 
needed solution that has value. 
As eye care professionals, we 
want to know why to recom-
mend a product so that we can 
ultimately have confidence and 
purposefully express to our pa-
tients why a product helps them 

to see their best, look their best, 
feel their best or some combina-
tion thereof.

DailiesTotal1 water gradient 
contact lenses are unique in that 
the water content of the lens 
varies from 33% at its silicone 
hydrogel core and approaching 
100% water content at the out-
ermost surface.1-3* This allows 
the lens to have both high oxy-
gen permeability of a silicone 
hydrogel (Dk/t = 156 @ -3.00D) 

contact lens and the 
surface characteris-
tics of a high-water 
content lens. A 
key goal of the 
DailiesTotal1  
contact lens is to 
eliminate contact 
lens related dryness 
and end of day  
discomfort.

DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses were 
initially launched 
in several Euro-
pean countries in 

Patient and Eye Care 
Professional Experience 
With a Water Gradient Daily 
Disposable Contact Lens
Real-world experience supports positive data from clinical trials.

PETER BERGENSKE, O.D., F.A.A.O.

contact lenses

9 Austria

32 Denmark

18 Germany

15 Netherlands

16 Russia

117 Switzerland

70 Canada

36 Finland

5 Italy

23 Norway

12 Spain

185 UK

10 Czech Republic

8 France

28 Luxembourg

17 Portugal

16 Sweden

511 US

Table 1. Distribution by country of survey participants.
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2011-2012. In order to get an 
understanding of patient and 
ECP reaction, Alcon sponsored 
a survey instrument called the 
“Product Evaluation and Clini-
cal Experience (PEaCE) Survey.” 
The survey was initiated in  
16 markets in Europe. The first 
part of the survey consisted of 
an ECP questionnaire regarding 
product perception and fitting 
habits and a patient question-
naire regarding performance of 
their habitual contact lenses. 
Each ECP was to fit at least  
10 patients with the contact 
lenses. A follow-up question-
naire was completed by the 
ECPs after fitting 5 to 10  
patients, and the patients were 
asked to complete a follow-up 
questionnaire after wearing the 
contact lenses on a daily wear, 
daily disposable basis for 1 to  
2 weeks. All participating  
patients were current contact 
lens wearers and were willing to 
wear the contact lenses at least 
8 hours per day.

Upon the launch of  
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses 
in North America, the survey 
was administered with eye care 
professionals in both Canada 
and the United States. When the 
results from each region were 
compared side by side, it was 
apparent that there was very 
little difference from region to 
region. This report presents the 
combined results of the surveys 
from all of the regions.

Participant demographics
Results presented here are 

from 1,128 patients fit between 
November 2011 and November 
2013. Gender breakdown was 
72% female and 28% male. 
Age range distribution was 
38% under age 30, 28% age 
30-39 and 35% over age 40. 
The distribution by country 
is shown in Table 1. All par-

ticipating patients were current 
contact lens wearers. Before 
trialing DailiesTotal1 contact 
lenses, the most used brands 
were Dailies AquaComfort Plus 
(16%), 1-Day Acuvueˆ Moistˆ 
(13%), Acuvueˆ TruEyeˆ (12%) 
and Acuvueˆ Oasysˆ contact 
lenses (11%). Every other con-
tact lens brand had a 10% or 
lower share.

RESULTS
Patient questionnaires

Patients were asked to re-
spond to a series of agreement 
statements. An initial question 
was asked: “Do you experi-
ence dryness and/or discomfort 
while wearing your contact 
lenses?”  Sixty-five percent 
of the 1,128 participants an-
swered “yes,” 29% answered 
“no” and 6% were unsure  
(Figure 1). They were then 
asked to consider their experi-
ence over the past two weeks 
and respond to a series of 
agreement statements regarding 
their lens-wearing experience 
with habitual lenses. The same 
series of questions was repeated 
after wearing DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses.

They were then dispensed a 
two-week supply of Dailies 
Total1 contact lenses. After 

inserting DailiesTotal1 contact 
lenses for the first time, patients 
were asked if they felt a “wow” 
experience. Nearly two-thirds 
(64%) of patients responded 
“yes” to this question.

After wearing DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses for two weeks, 
they were asked to respond 
to the same set of statements, 
considering their wearing expe-
rience with the new lenses. Re-
sponses could be strongly agree, 
agree, undecided, disagree or 
strongly disagree. This is the list 
of statements the patients re-
sponded to at each time point:

▸  I can comfortably wear 
my lenses all day long.

▸  My lenses feel moist from 
insertion to removal.

▸  My lenses feel like new.
▸  My lenses feel dry at the 

end of the day.
▸  My vision is clear at the 

end of the day.
▸  While wearing my contact 

lenses I sometimes forget I have 
them on.

▸  My lenses feel comfort-
able at the end of the day.

Comparing the responses 
after wearing DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses to the initial 
responses, there was a statisti-
cally significant improvement 
in each of the comfort metrics 
with DailiesTotal1 contact 
lenses. In response to “I can 
comfortably wear my lenses 
all day long,” agreements went 
from 58% with habitual lenses 
to 90% with DailiesTotal1 con-
tact lenses. In response to “My 
lenses feel moist from insertion 
to removal,” agreements were 
35% with habitual lenses and 
87% with DailiesTotal1 con-
tact lenses. In response to “My 
lenses feel like new,” agreements 
were 44% with habitual lenses 
and 96% with Dailies Total1 
contact lenses.

Figure 1. Patients Who Experience Dryness 
or Discomfort—Habitual Lenses. Answer to 
question: “Do you experience dryness and/
or discomfort while wearing your contact 
lenses?”

Yes,
65%

No, 29%

Undecided
6%
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contact lenses

There was likewise a very 
large shift in response to the 
statement “My eyes feel dry at 
the end of the day.” Whereas 
68% agreed with this statement 
regarding the habitual lenses, 
only 16% agreed to it follow-
ing wear of the DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses. There was a 
large increase in the number of 
respondents agreeing that vi-
sion was clear to the end of the 
day as well. Sixty-one percent 
agreed to this statement when 
considering their habitual lenses 
and 90% when considering the 
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses.

Lens awareness was assessed 
with the statement “While 
wearing my contact lenses I 
sometimes forget I have them 
on.” Agreement shifted from 
53% with habitual lenses to 
86% with DailiesTotal1 con-

tact lenses. Comfort at the end 
of the day was assessed with 
agreements to the statement 
“My lenses feel comfortable 
at the end of the day.” Agree-
ment increased from 36% with 
habitual lenses to 84% with 
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses 
(Figure 2). 

Patients were also asked if 
they were interested in purchas-
ing DailiesTotal1 contact lenses. 
Seventy-five percent responded 
that they would be interested, 
10% were not and 15% were 
undecided.

Eye Care Professional 
questionnaire

A total of 90 eye care pro-
fessionals participated in the 
survey. The ECPs were surveyed 
about their intent to prescribe 
daily disposable contact lenses 

in the future. The agreement 
statement posed was “Over 
the next 6 months, I anticipate 
recommending daily disposable 
lenses” for both patients new to 
contact lenses and those  
being refit. This group of ECPs 
showed a very proactive atti-
tude toward daily disposables, 
indicating they would be rec-
ommending them to about  
half of their eligible patients 
(Figure 3).

The ECPs were also asked to 
respond to several agreement 
statements regarding their im-
pression after having fit 
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses on 
their patients:

▸  The comfort with 
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses is 
better than with other daily  
disposable lenses.

Figure 2. Patient strongly agree/agree statements (comparison of pre- to post-test.) All differences statistically significant.
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contact lenses

▸  The vision with 
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses is 
better than with other daily dis-
posable lenses.

▸  DailiesTotal1 spherical 
contact lenses are easy to fit.

▸  After fitting DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses, I feel they are a 
significant advancement in soft 
contact lenses.

▸  The technology behind 
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses is 
extraordinary and results in ex-
cellent clinical performance.

 
A total of 96% responded 

with agreement to the state-
ment regarding comfort be-
ing better, with 63% of those 
strongly agreeing. Nearly 70% 
agreed the vision was better 
with DailiesTotal1 contact  
lenses and 97% agreed they 
were easy to fit. In addition, 
94% also agreed that  
DailiesTotal1 contact lenses are 
a significant advancement in 
soft contact lenses. Over 75% 

of the ECPs said DailiesTotal1 
contact lenses would be their 
preferred daily disposable lens.

Discussion
When a new product is 

introduced, its success will 
depend on how well it solves 
problems that existing products 
do not. It is generally agreed 
that dryness and end of day dis-
comfort are the main drivers of 
contact lens drop out.4-7 Clearly 
there is a need for a contact 
lens that provides a solution  
to these problems for many 
patients.

It is apparent from these 
results that patient experience 
with DailiesTotal1 contact  
lenses provided a large  
improvement in key symptom 
areas of lens dryness and end of 
day discomfort.

Finally, it is important to 
remember that while a manu-
facturer can drive product per-
formance through innovative 

science, it is only the trusted eye 
care professional who can help 
patients realize the potential for 
quality of life enhancement. OM

ˆTrademarks are the property of their 

respective owners.

*Based on in vitro measurements of 

unworn lenses
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Figure 3. ECP response to statements: “Over the next 6 months, for fitting contact lens 
wearers WHO ARE NEW TO CONTACT LENSES in spherical single vision soft contact lenses, 
I anticipate recommending.” “Over the next 6 months, for refitting CURRENT CONTACT LENS 
WEARERS in spherical single vision soft contact lenses, I anticipate recommending.”
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T
he year was 1976 
and Scott  
Moscow’s dad, 
Billy Moscow, was 
a student at South-

ern College of Optometry. It 
was his third year of optometry 
school and he was looking for-
ward to the Omega Delta Wel-
come Party. That night, he met 
his future wife, Sharon Berger. 
The night they met was her first 
week of optometry school. The 
couple wed in November 1978.

The next couple of years 
were hectic to say the least. 
Billy graduated and took a po-

sition in Chattanooga, before 
opening his own doors a year 
later in Roswell, a suburb of 
his hometown of Atlanta. Sha-
ron’s dad worked for an airline, 
which made it possible for the 
newlyweds to meet in Atlanta 
on weekends and for the young 
student to lend a helping hand 
in the office. During the week, 
Billy’s mom was there to help. 
In fact, she was the official 
frame buyer and bookkeeper at 
Roswell Eye Clinic for 25 years. 

Dr. Sharon Berger graduated 
from optometry school in 1980 
and, at long last, the family was 

together, practicing optometry 
under one roof. But the story 
doesn’t end there. Billy and Sha-
ron had two children — Scott 
and Michelle. With a growing 
family and a growing practice, 
they needed some extra help. In 
1993, they hired Jennifer Dat-
tolo, a pre-optometry student, 
as a technician, vision therapist 
and part-time babysitter.

It wasn’t long before Jennifer 
started feeling the same passion 
for optometry as her employers. 
In 1996, she said a temporary 
goodbye to the family so she 
could attend Pennsylvania Col-
lege of Optometry. Four years 
later, in 2000, she would return 
to Roswell Eye Clinic. This time, 
as a practicing optometrist. 

As the years marched on, and 
Scott and Michelle matured, 
both came to recognize and ap-
preciate the quality of life that 
optometry brought to their par-
ents. The two, therefore, decided 
to follow in their footsteps. In 
2013, Dr. Scott Moscow gradu-
ated from Southern College of 
Optometry, and in 2017,  
Michelle will graduate as well.

Thinking about WHY
Most of us think about how 

to get things done, not WHY we 
do them. But it is the WHY that 
gives us passion. It’s the WHY 

A Family Vision
How to build loyalty and trust by creating a better dialogue that is 
centered on your desire to enhance vision and improve lives. 

MILE BRUJIC, OD

see your best
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that gets us up every morning 
and, for many of us, gets us ex-
cited as we head to the office. It 
also encompasses the emotional 
connection we have with our 
patients and the way we define 
who we are and the good we 
do. The Moscow family is a per-
fect example of a group of doc-
tors who never lose sight of this. 
Without question, the Moscows 
are very focused on the Alcon 
Why I Care™ purpose. They 
live it each day. This tight-knit 
family’s strong devotion to eye 
care can inspire all of us.

All about the connections
Despite what the cynics 

among us may think, all of our 
practices can be filled with hap-
py, loyal patients. What’s more, 
getting to that place requires 
only that you practice eye care 
in a manner that’s consistent 
with WHY most of us entered 
the profession to begin with — 
that is, to deliver the highest 
level of care that you can, using 
the technology at your disposal. 
In other words, to treat every-
one just as you would want to 
be treated. To treat everyone as  
if they were your family.

How many times have you 
heard colleagues express that 
very sentiment? I believe caring 
and connecting are strategies 
for success. But even though 
many of us think and say it, 
not enough of us actually do it. 
The first steps to success are to 
practice what you preach and 
preach what you believe.

So what’s the challenge in 
providing the highest level of 
care and offering the very best 
products for every patient? Un-
fortunately, many of us have be-
come so driven by the need for 
efficiency and the demands of 
managed care that our patients 
may get lost in the shuffle.  

A perfect example is the 

way most of us assess how our 
contact lens patients are doing. 
We ask what is, at best, a social 
question and gladly accept a 
social answer. When patients say 
they’re doing fine, we accept it, 
rather than trying to quantify 
their experiences in a meaning-
ful way. Perhaps we don’t really 
want to know. Until recently, 
most of us felt there was little 
we could do to change the pa-
tient experience. So, perhaps to 
avoid the frustration, we didn’t 
ask — and until things got re-
ally bad, patients didn’t tell.

Scott Moscow, OD, and ev-
eryone in the practice at  
Roswell Eye Clinic have an 

entirely different approach — 
one that clearly demonstrates 
to each and every patient the 
group’s unwavering commit-
ment to providing excellent 
care. In addition to the infec-
tious positive atmosphere at 
Roswell Eye Clinic, the Mos-
cows’ success has a great deal 
to do with the family’s unique 
philosophy and approach to 
contact lenses.

Stop for a moment and think 
back to your most satisfying pa-
tient. For me, it’s a young child. 
It could be an uncomfortable 
looking high myope or a young 
hyperope with huge eyes and 
glasses sliding down his nose. 
Fit with contact lenses, this child 
is transformed. His shyness and 
awkwardness vanishes and the 
walls that separated him from 
his friends are torn down. Just 
thinking about it brings a smile 
to my face.  

The Moscows also believe in 
the life-changing power of con-
tact lenses. All of the Moscows 
believe in contact lenses, they’re 
committed to fitting them on 
every patient who can wear 
them, and they’re not shy about 
telling patients how exited they 
are about the latest contact lens 
technology. 

The experience
When a patient walks 

through the door at Roswell 
Eye Clinic, they’re offered edu-
cation about contact lenses and 
an opportunity to experience 
the Moscows’ excitement about 
the daily contact lens modality. 
This begins in the reception area 
where one of four flat screen 
monitors extols the many ben-
efits of the latest innovations in 
contact lenses, such as Dailies 
AquaComfort Plus and Dailies 
Total1. Likewise, team members 
are well trained to communicate 
the benefits of new technology. 

Why “Push” the 
Happy Patient?

The thought of encour-
aging contact lenses 

for a patient who seems 
perfectly happy wearing 
eyeglasses might make 
some eye care profes-
sionals uncomfortable. 
But the Moscows’ unique 
way of presenting contact 
lens technology makes it 
clear that as doctors, we 
are responsible for edu-
cating our patients about 
their options. At Roswell 
Eye Clinic, this education 
is simply more hands-on, 
which enables patients to 
truly experience the visual 
benefits of contact lenses. 
“People don’t realize the 
luxury of contact lenses 
until they try them,” says 
Dr. Scott Moscow. “I’m ex-
posing patients to a way of 
seeing that they’ve never 
known. It’s like getting GPS 
for your car. Once you try 
it, you wonder how you got 
by before you had it.”
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decision to pay for them. 
Many patients have no idea 

of the advances in technology 
that have occurred in toric and 
multifocal lenses or the incred-
ible improvements in comfort 
that modern lens materials have 
created. How many more pa-
tients in our practices might opt 
for contact lenses if they had ex-
perienced, first hand, the clarity 
of vision and the freedom that 
today’s contact lenses can de-
liver? If the contact lens-wearing 
patient population at Roswell 
Eye Clinic is any indication, the 
number of interested patients 
might be much higher than you 
think. 

I know what you’re thinking. 
Most of us don’t want to de-
value our professional services 
by giving away fittings. The 
Moscows don’t either, which is 
why they allow all patients to 
experience what they believe in, 
instead of a traditional trial fit.

The doctors at Roswell Eye 
Clinic ask every patient who is 
a contact lens candidate if they 
would like to experience a con-
tact lens. “I know you may not 
want them, but let’s just give it a 
try; I think you’ll be pleasantly 
surprised” they say. The doctors 
and the rest of the team assure 
patients that there’s absolutely 
no obligation and tell them not 
to worry about cost and follow 
up at this time. The appropriate 
lenses are inserted. Then the pa-
tient is taken to the window and 
asked to look outside, where 
many will undoubtedly experi-
ence vision in a whole new way. 

“The conversion rate is very 
high,” reports Dr. Scott  
Moscow. “I believe our excite-
ment about contact lenses is in-
fectious.” When patients express 
a desire to continue, the doctors 
explain the costs and services 
associated with a complete con-
tact lens “evaluation,” which is 

them first hand. But some pa-
tients are afraid of having lenses 
placed on their eyes or have 
never even considered wearing 
them. Others mistakenly think 
contact lenses are far more ex-
pensive than they actually are, 
while others tried lenses years 
ago, failed and think they aren’t 
good candidates for lenses be-
cause they’re too young or too 
old. So the Moscows stopped 
doing contact lens “fittings” in 
the traditional sense. Scott says 
“fittings” limit exposure to con-
tact lenses to only a select group 
who are already so convinced 
that they want to wear lenses 
that they’ve made an active  

The Moscows preach what they 
believe. “Ideally, I don’t have to 
ask patients if they’re interested 
in trying contact lenses,” says 
Dr. Scott Moscow. “They ask 
me based on information our 
team has already provided to 
them.”

But, of course, that doesn’t 
always happen, which is why 
the Moscows have instituted 
something rather revolutionary 
in their practice with regard to 
contact lens fittings. Simply put, 
they don’t offer “fittings.” Not 
ever.

The Moscows believe you 
can’t really appreciate contact 
lenses unless you experience 

Introduce Patients to Something Better — 
Before Things Get Worse

When patients say they’re “OK” with their current contact 
lenses, we shouldn’t be afraid to take it a step further. 

They’ll appreciate our level of interest and our desire to opti-
mize their wearing experiences. Challenge yourself. Try asking 
patients to quantify their comfort when they first put their lenses 
in and then rate their comfort again right before taking them 
out. Quantifying a patient’s experience is standard throughout 
medicine; it should be for us, too. Every patient who reports a 
lower number at the end of the day should have the opportunity 
to experience the latest technology. At Roswell Eye Clinic, when 
a patient reports discomfort, Dr. Scott Moscow refits with daily 
disposables or refits them with a more advanced material, such 
as the Dailies Total1 contact lens. 

Similarly, denying presbyopes the opportunity to experience 
the latest daily disposable multifocal contact lens designs goes 
against the grain of WHY we practice optometry. It’s unfortu-
nate that so few patients know these lenses are available. And, 
as Dr. xxx Moscow points out, “advanced presbyopes are often 
the ones who most need a daily disposable lens.”

Some patients are technology freaks or want only the high-
est performance products. For patients who want a truly opti-
mized experience, I prescribe Dailies Total1. These transforma-
tive lenses are the first and only water gradient contact lenses. 
The majority of patient’s say they aren’t even aware that they’re 
wearing lenses and the experience itself reinforces our exper-
tise and our practice’s commitment to cutting-edge technology. 

Whatever lens the patient leaves with, make sure you com-
municate your rationale to your patients in a way they can un-
derstand. This conversation is key to building loyalty and trust.

see your best
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great option in terms of value, 
health, convenience, lifestyle 
benefits, comfort and more. 
Once patients learn about the 
many benefits of daily dispos-
able lenses and experience them 
in office, the advantages out-
weigh any initial cost concerns. 
“Most cost concerns are in our 
heads — not in the patients’ 
heads,” says Dr. Scott Moscow. 
“They spend more on Starbucks 
than they spend on contact 
lenses. When they understand 
the technology, most want and 
will pay for the latest and great-
est,” he adds. “Offering the 
opportunity to experience and 
educating the patients on the 
state-of-the-art technology is a 
practice differentiator and loy-
alty builder.”

Dr. Scott Moscow is espe-
cially excited about recent ad-
vances in daily disposable toric 
and multifocal lenses, particu-
larly Dailies AquaComfort Plus. 
“I believe the daily modality is 
optimal for toric and multifocal 
patients, who demand comfort 
and convenience as well as visu-
al performance. And this group 
is willing to pay for the benefits 
once they’re made aware of 
them,” he says.

Culture trumps strategy
For me, Why I Care is large-

ly about defining the culture 
in your practice. That is a big 
part of my personal WHY, or 
purpose. We constantly strive 
to work on creating a positive 
culture in our office, which is 
one of the contributing factors 
to continued practice growth. 
Daily disposable contact lenses 
are a significant part of that as 
well. 

The daily disposable contact 
lens segment shows the highest 
growth in the soft contact lens 
category, greater compliance 
rates compared with 2-week 

and monthly modalities and 
decreased intervals between  
examinations from 18 months 
to 14 months. For these  
reasons, offering a daily dispos-
able modality has become a 
simple choice for many of us. 
The built-in single-use compli-
ance of Dailies AquaComfort 
Plus contact lenses has patients 
coming in for exams more 
regularly. Coupled with visual 
quality you can predictably 
deliver, even to a person with 
astigmatism, and it’s clear that 
the Dailies brand helps us trans-
form lives.

There is value in new tech-
nology and if you believe in it 
and communicate that belief, 
patients will see it, too, and will 
be grateful that you took the 
time to improve their quality of 
life. This builds emotional con-
nections, which the Moscows 
say are at the heart of what 
they do. “As a family work-
ing together, we’ve examined 
generations of families in our 
practice,” says Moscow matri-
arch, Dr. Sharon Berger. “You 
can feel the family atmosphere 
in our practice. We care about 
our patients and always present 
the best options for their visual 
needs. I believe that makes 
patients return and refer other 
patients to our office.” OM

See product instructions for 
complete wear, care, and 
safety information.
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generally performed the same 
day. If the patient is unwilling 
to proceed for any reason, then 
the contact lenses are removed. 
Contact lens insertion and  
removal, as well as education on 
good wear and care practices, 
are only covered as part of a full 
evaluation. 

Who wants second best?
When the Moscows select 

contact lenses for their patients 
to experience, they choose 
lenses that are state of the art. 
After all, the goal is to impress 
patients with comfort and clar-
ity of vision, as well as conve-
nience, safety and ease of use. 
Their first choice is always a 
daily disposable wear modality.

“One of the reasons for the 
success of our practice is consis-
tency,” says Dr. Scott Moscow. 
“No matter which one of us 
sees a patient, the patient will 
have a similar experience. We 
talk about patients and clinical 
issues all of the time and we 
learn from and improve each 
other’s care. I believe consis-
tency is reassuring to patients. 
They know what they can 
expect in our practice and our 
goal is to always exceed their 
expectations.”

As contact lens innova-
tion advances, we have more 
to offer. So why not offer it? 
Our patients walk in with new 
iPhones and other cutting edge 
technology. They expect and 
even demand the same from us. 
If we want to meet their needs 
and exceed their expectations, 
we not only have to offer the 
latest contact lens technology, 
we must also be able to explain 
it and its advantages in ways 
our patients can understand.  

The daily disposable segment 
shows the highest growth in the 
soft contact lens category — 
and for good reason. They’re a 
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As eye care professionals, we want our 
patients to see their best, look their 
best and feel their best. For the fi rst 
time, the introduction of AIR OPTIX® 
COLORS contact lenses o� ers one 
contact lens with a unique combination 
of breathability,* comfort, and beauty 
to fully capture the exciting potential 
for color contact lens growth in your 
practice and meet the needs of your 
patients.

Now, how do you integrate the 
innovative technology of AIR OPTIX® 
COLORS contact lenses into your 
practice without putting a strain on the 
eye care professional and the sta� ?

I’ve found that by following some 
easy-to-incorporate best practices, the 
transition to success is easier than you 
think.

1. Success with color contact 
lenses begins with sta�  training.
Sta�  training on AIR OPTIX® 
COLORS contact lenses makes a 
di� erence. Encourage your sta�  to 
take full advantage of Alcon’s training 
opportunities, access to tools to 
help with color selection and tips 
for success. I also encourage my 
sta�  members to wear AIR OPTIX® 
COLORS contact lenses and have found 
that patients may view this form of 

advertising in the same way they would 
a recommendation from a trusted friend.

2. Create in-o�  ce awareness.
Almost 50% of color contact lens 
purchase decisions are made in the 
o�  ce,1 so display AIR OPTIX® COLORS 
contact lens educational materials where 
your patients are most likely to notice 
them. Ensure that your sta�  understands 
the importance of the materials and the 
placement, too.

3. Everyone deserves the 
opportunity. Don’t wait for patients to 
ask you about color contact lenses. 
Proactively introduce them. AIR OPTIX® 
COLORS contact lenses are an easy 
addition for current AIR OPTIX® AQUA 
contact lens patients2 and an excellent 
choice for any current clear lens wearer 
who wants to add on color contact 
lenses for occasional or full-time use. 
Current color contact lens patients 
might also benefi t from a comfortable 
alternative.3 And, last but not least, 
don’t forget about eyeglass wearers 
and emmetropes who may be more 
interested in fashion and beauty than 
you might suspect.

4. Start the conversation early in 
the o�  ce visit. To gauge a patient’s 
interest in color contact lenses try 
asking questions such as, “Are you here 
for clear and color contact lenses?” 
or “Have you ever wondered what 
you’d look like with a di� erent eye 
color?” or “Would you like to enhance 
your appearance with color contact 
lenses today?” Be sure to share your 
knowledge of the very latest technology 
by saying something like, “We have new 
color contact lens technology that’s 
beautiful, breathable* and comfortable.”

5. Narrow the color selection. 
Seventy-two percent of interested 
patients already know which color they 
want prior to visiting your o�  ce,1 so be 
sure to ask. But for those who don’t, 
we recommend two colors for patients 
based on a color selection chart. This 

is a big time-saver and makes it easy 
for patients to feel confi dent in their 
selection. Viewing the color on the eye 
is best done with natural light, such as 
near a window, and by holding a mirror 
at arm’s length.

6. Create an experience. When 
the patient decides on a color, be 
enthusiastic and compliment them on 
their new look. Create an experience 
around color contact lenses with a 
photo opportunity in the o�  ce. We 
have our patients use their cell phone to 
take a photo of themselves in a well-lit 
space with our name on the wall behind 
them so when they post their photo their 
friends all know where they were fi t with 
these beautiful new contact lenses.

These best practices have 
empowered my sta�  and have allowed 
me to o� er AIR OPTIX® COLORS contact 
lenses to patients without hesitation!

Dr. Jasper is in private 
practice in West Palm 
Beach, Florida.

*  Dk/t = 138 @ -3.00D. Other 
factors may impact eye 
health.

Important information for AIR OPTIX® 
COLORS (lotrafi lcon B) contact lenses:
For daily wear only for near/far-sightedness. Contact 
lenses, even if worn for cosmetic reasons, are 
prescription medical devices that must only be worn 
under the prescription, direction and supervision of 
an eye care professional. Serious eye health problems 
may occur as a result of sharing contact lenses. 
Although rare, serious eye problems can develop while 
wearing contact lenses. Side effects like discomfort, 
mild burning or stinging may occur. To help avoid 
these problems, patients must follow the wear and 
replacement schedule and the lens care instructions 
provided by their eye doctor.
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1.  Based on a survey of 375 U.S. consumers 

interested in or wearing color contact lenses; 
Alcon data on fi le, 2013. 

2.  Alcon data on fi le, 2013.  
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Six Easy Steps to Practice Success
These easy-to-follow steps take the mystery out of how to grow the color contact lens 
segment of your practice while addressing unmet patient desires.

By April Jasper, O.D.

See product instructions for complete 
wear, care and safety information.
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Virtual Try-on Tool
In many cases, patients will seek out and 
fi nd information about color contact 
lenses on the Internet or from friends 
and family members.1 You can use this 
to your advantage by directing your 
patients to the AIR OPTIX® COLORS 
Color Studio at airoptixcolors.com and 

encouraging 
them to 
upload a 
photo and 
virtually try 
on color 
contact 
lenses before 
their eye 
exam.



E
ditor’s Note: Both 
Dr. Hernandez and 
Dr. Marsden have 
fit a lot of color 
contact lenses over 

the years. However, 7 years ago, 
Dr. Marsden changed her fitting 
considerations. She was dissatis-
fied with the color contact lens 
options at the time and decided 
to stop offering them, saying the 
current options didn’t meet her 
standards. Now that Air Optix 
Colors contact lenses are avail-
able, Dr. Marsden—like many 
of her colleagues—is rethinking 
her position on proactively of-
fering and fitting color contact 
lenses, but is seeking input on 
how to successfully incorporate 
them back into her practice and 
reverse her previous position 
with her patients and with her 
staff. In the pages that follow, 
Dr. Hernandez, who has suc-
cessfully and proactively been 
fitting color contact lenses since 
she has been in practice, will 
share several valuable strate-
gies with Dr. Marsden who will 
detail why Air Optix Colors has 

opened her eyes to the color 
contact lens opportunity. 

DR HERNANDEZ: When I 
think about Alcon’s Why I Care 
and what it means to me and 
my patients, I’ve focused on all 
three pillars of helping patients 
to see their best, feel their best 
and look their best. While I’ve 
been able to maintain a success-
ful color contact lens practice, 
many of my colleagues have 
not. At its height, the color con-
tact lens market was just over 
10% dollar share of the soft 
contact lens market, but has de-
clined to 3.3%.1 Dr. Marsden, 
you were one of the many eye 
care professionals who stopped 
embracing color lenses. Do you 
have any regrets?

DR MARSDEN: I don’t. When 

I bought my private practice 
in 2007, we were proactively 
fitting a lot of color contact 
lenses, but I began to shift away 
from recommending them be-
cause I personally wasn’t satis-
fied with the options available 
and they didn’t meet my stan-
dards for oxygen transmissibil-
ity and comfort. We stopped 
proactively recommending 
color contact lenses at Southern 
California College of Optom-
etry as well. The color contact 
lenses were just not as good as I 
needed them to be and no new 
options were being introduced. 
It is not that patients were not 
interested; but we were not 
offering them. With the intro-
duction of Air Optix Colors, 
the first silicone hydrogel color 
contact lens in the U.S., I’m able 
to rethink the color contact lens 

look your best

A Candid Conversation 
on the Air Optix Colors  
Contact Lens Opportunity
Two eye care professionals discuss the latest innovation in color 
contact lens technology and talk about how to reintroduce color 
contact lenses back into eye care practice. 

REYNA HERNANDEZ, O.D., AND HARUE MARSDEN, O.D. 
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Don’t prejudge patients’ interest in 
color contact lenses — or any  

modality for that matter.
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opportunity, but it is challenging 
when all of my practices have 
not been recommending color 
contact lenses for some time.

DR HERNANDEZ: Were your 
concerns largely based on the 
lens material or did you think 
color contact lenses couldn’t be 
profitable?

DR MARSDEN: My rejection 
of color contact lenses was 
based mainly on oxygen trans-
missibility and comfort issues 
and many of my colleagues 
who are also not fitting would 
add that they require far more 
chair time than a patient inter-
ested in a clear contact lens. But 
from the numbers you shared, 
new innovation in color lens 
technology has the potential to 
help grow the color contact lens 

market to four times its current 
size.1 That’s very exciting and 
of course I want to harness that 
potential for our patients and 
our practices. The challenge for 
me is how to start all over from 
scratch. Where do I begin?

DR HERNANDEZ: I think con-
sistency is key. Don’t prejudge 
patients’ interest in color con-
tact lenses—or any modality for 
that matter. A few years ago, I 
had a spry 98-year-old patient 
in my chair. I had finished her 
examination and was ready to 
walk out the door when I asked 
whether she had any questions. 
She looked at me and said 
“Sweetheart, what about my 
contact lenses?” Of course, I 
was shocked. She said, “I know 
what you’re thinking: I’m going 
to die soon. But I don’t want 

to spend eternity in glasses.” 
Needless to say, I now make 
it a point to ask every patient 
who is a good candidate if they 
are interested in contact lenses. 
That being said, eye care profes-
sionals who’ve abandoned color 
contact lenses have to overcome 
the added challenge of asking 
about color contact lenses and 
reversing their position with 
patients. 

DR MARSDEN: I agree, that 
is a challenge. First, we have 
to overcome our own mindset 
of proactively offering color 
contact lenses because they 
have not been top of mind. 
The innovation in technology 
is easier for me to address. Air 
Optix Colors are made of the 
same lotrafilcon B material that 
makes up Air Optix Colors con-
tact lenses, which I use all the 
time. They allow six times more 
oxygen transmissibility than the 
leading color contact lens, so I 
don’t have to be concerned with 
oxygen like I once did.2 

DR. HERNANDEZ: Likewise, 
I’m sure you are more satisfied 
with the improved color tech-
nology. 

DR. MARSDEN: Yes, it’s pretty 
remarkable. Air Optix Colors 
contact lenses encapsulates the 
3-in-1 color technology from 
FreshLook contact lenses, but 
they do so using the lotrafilcon 
B material. With the color inside 
the lens, all that touches the 
patients’ eyes is the smooth per-
manent plasma surface.  

But, just because the technol-
ogy has improved doesn’t mean 
these lenses will sell themselves. 
I have few patients currently 
wearing color contact lenses, 
and very few ask me about 
them. How do you start the 
conversation in your practice? 

27

Tips for Achieving Patient Success with 
Air Optix Colors Contact Lenses
1. Create In-Office Awareness
Display Air Optix Colors educational materials throughout the 
office, and personally invite every appropriate patient to try Air 
Optix Colors contact lenses, including: clear contact lens wear-
ers, eyeglass wearers, patients wearing a different brand of 
color contacts and plano patients.

2. Introduce the New Innovation
Ask your appropriate patients if thye are interested in trying col-
or contact lenses and introduce the Air Optix Colors technology.  

3. Assist in the Trial Process
▸ Help narrow down the options to the patient’s two favorite 

colors using the Color Selection Guide.
▸ Use Air Optix Colors plano contact lenses for the in-office 

trial.
▸ Encourage the patient to use the Air Optix Colors Color 

Studio in office while they wait.

4. Guide Purchasing Decisions
▸ Make a recommendation based on the Color Selection 

Guide and the patient’s preferences.
▸ Ask if the patient is interested in an annual supply. Have the 

price discussion (or ask your staff to have that discussion). 
▸ Make the patient aware of rebates. 
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look your best

DR HERNANDEZ: Absolutely. 
Of the 19 million people who 
say they’re extremely interested 
in color contact lenses today, 
more than 10 million of these 
are not current contact lens 
wearers.3 This is  a huge oppor-
tunity to increase the number 
of contact lens patients in our 
practices. Beauty is strong moti-
vator. People around the world 
spend $426 billion on beauty 
products and services to look 
and feel their best.4       

DR MARSDEN: How have 
you actively engaged your staff 
to become a part of the color 
contact lens experience in the 
practice?

DR HERNANDEZ: I feel there 
are three key factors to a suc-
cessful color contact lens prac-
tice: staff training, creating 
awareness and interest amongst 
patients, and contact lens trial-
ing. The staff is a part of the 
patient experience from the start. 
In fact, many of my staff wear 
color contact lenses, so it is easy 
for them to have a conversation 
about color contact lens wear 
from experience. In fact, most 
color contact lens wearers first 
become aware of color contact 
lenses through their family and 
friends; only 6% learn about 
them from practice staff.2 In our 
practice, we want to be the infor-
mation source. Our waiting area 
is full of information about color 
contact lenses and the staff is 
well trained in discussing them. 

DR. MARSDEN: Many prac-
tices seem to be using the Air 
Optix Colors Color Studio, 
saying it’s a great time saver in 
the color selection process. But 
not all patients will utilize a 
virtual try-on tool. What other 
techniques to do use in color 
selection?

that’s a candidate, and we have 
maintained a successful color 
contact lens patient base. 

DR MARSDEN: How often do 
they say yes?

DR HERNANDEZ: Roughly 
half of my patients have tried 
color contact lenses. Research 
indicates that among those pa-
tients who do try color contact 
lenses, nearly 90% will buy 
them.3  Since 50% of my pa-
tients are Latino and 25% are 
Black, there is a great deal of 
interest in color contact lenses 

in my practice. Also, 65% of 
my patients are female. In fact, 
my patients love colors so much 
that many of them would rather 
wear glasses on top of color 
contact lenses than no color 
lenses at all. 

DR MARSDEN: What if the 
patient is perfectly happy in 
another material or brand that 
doesn’t currently come in color? 
Do you present it?

DR HERNANDEZ: Always. 
Patients try color contact lenses 
because they want to change or 
enhance their look. They make 
the choice but they can’t make 
the choice if we don’t offer it.

DR MARSDEN: What about 
patients who currently have no 
prescription or even those with 
a refractive power who are not 
current lens wearers? Do you 
discuss color contact lenses 
with them as well?

Do most interested patients ask 
you about color contact lenses 
or do you proactively ask them?

DR HERNANDEZ: As soon as 
I finish refracting, I ask every 
patient who I feel is a contact 
lens candidate if they are inter-
ested in wearing contact lenses. 
This is key to increasing contact 
lens fits in general and more 
importantly opening the door 
for a patient to experience the 
benefits of contact lens wear. 
If the patient expresses inter-
est in trying contact lenses—or 
if the patient is a current lens 

wearer—my immediate follow-
up question is about interest in 
trying a color contact lens. 

DR MARSDEN: I agree it’s 
smart to present the idea of 
a color contact lens up front. 
We’ve all experienced the pa-
tient who mentions they want 
the lens you just fit in blue at 
the end of the fitting and the 
material and brand is not avail-
able in a color contact lens 
option. I’ve heard from one col-
league that they have a check 
box on the intake form asking 
if the patient is interested in 
color contact lenses. This is bril-
liant in that opens the conversa-
tion prior to the examination.

DR HERNANDEZ: Exactly. 
Plus, I feel like it’s my job to 
always tell my patients what’s 
new—not to prejudge them 
on whether I think they will 
want it. That’s why I offer color 
contact lenses to every patient 

Beauty is a strong motivator. People 
around the world spend $426 billion 

per year on beauty products and 
services to look and feel their best. 
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tact lens growth in my 
practice. OM
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dia has been a great driver for 
us. When we fit patients with 
color contact lenses, we take 
their picture and put it on our 
Facebook page. When patients 
see it there, they “Like” it and 
share it with their friends. This 
generates a lot of interest. 

Of course, we also display 
promotional materials in highly 
visible places; our staff are 
actively promoting and wear-
ing the lenses. We’ve had open 
houses too, where we can allow 
patients to experience several 
color lens options. 

DR. MARSDEN: Many of my 
colleagues have concerns about 
the additional chair time with 
color contact lenses. I can see 
that engaging the staff and 
educating the staff to become a 
more integral part of the color 
selection process can not only 
save chair time but also would 
be a motivator to the staff.

DR. HERNADEZ: That is cor-
rect. My staff loves to learn 
and engage in patient care in 
new and innovative ways. I see 
many of my colleagues failing 
to invest in their staff and this is 
a great opportunity to do so. As 
someone who has been fitting 
color contact lenses consistently 
for many years, I can say with 
confidence that I’m pretty sure 
you’ll find that Air Optix Colors 
will meet your practice stan-
dards.

DR MARSDEN: I agree. And it 
appears that Air Optix Colors 
will met my clinical standards 
as well, helping me capture the 
exciting potential for color con-

DR HERNANDEZ: The process 
is very efficient in our practice. 
First of all, we don’t suggest 
shades that we know won’t 
pair with a patient’s skin tone. 
For example, we generally rec-
ommend blue to patients with 
light skin. These lenses should 
enhance eyes, so we help guide 
patients by showing them tones 
that complement their skin and 
hair color. We help guide the pa-
tient through the color selection 
process and narrow the options. 
We never present more than one 
or two color options at a time. 
We also keep patients close to 
natural light so they aren’t sur-
prised by the color when they 
leave the office. Our patients’ 
satisfaction is our first priority. 

At the same time, we explain 
that a year’s supply is four 
boxes. Assuming the patient 
has a different prescription in 
each eye, this means they get 
to choose two colors. I explain 
this to the patient in the exam 
room. Also, it is important to 
note that the color trial lenses 
are plano and we never allow 
any patient to leave the office 
with two of the same color trial 
lenses. The staff have been well 
trained on this. Our patients 
understand from both me and 
the staff that these lenses, while 
beautiful, are still medical de-
vices that require a prescription. 

DR. MARSDEN: What are oth-
er ways in which we can pro-
actively reach out to patients, 
letting them know we have an 
innovative color contact lens 
option? 

DR. HERNANDEZ: Social me-

Engaging and educating staff to become a more 
integral part of the color selection process can save 

chair time and be a motivator for staff .
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A
nyone who has 
been in practice 
quickly realizes 
that contact lenses 
don’t just improve 

vision; these little devices have 
the power to change people’s 
lives. In turn, being expert in 
fitting and managing them can 
change our lives. Looking back 
on my career, it was the power 
of contact lenses that defined 
my early practice and ultimately 
set my professional course. 

Contact lenses are transfor-
mative. They build trust and 
respect and reinforce relation-
ships. To this day, even though 
I’ve moved across the country, I 
still keep in touch with some of 
my early contact lens patients, 
many of whom I haven’t seen in 
years. Meeting their needs and 
exceeding their expectations 
created a bond that formed 
the basis of a long-lasting re-
lationship. The trust it created 
persists; they still ask for my 
advice. These were the patients 
who returned year after year, 
who listened to what I told 
them and referred their friends 
and family to me. This unique 
power of contact lenses defines 
what we do. It is also the power 
that drives a successful practice.

I’m often surprised at how 

many of us fail to recognize or 
even understand the power we 
possess. Yes, I understand some 
of the reasons. I know it seems 
like patients are focused more 
on price than on care, but the 
truth is that most patients seek 
us out for our knowledge and 
expertise, not discounts. 

Optometrists are among the 
most patient-centric and caring 
health practitioners. We usu-
ally have great relationships 
with our patients. We truly care 
about them, yet we often under-
estimate how valued we are or 
how much influence we have. 
As a result, we sell ourselves 
short all too often.

This article focuses on con-
tact lens care. It’s an excellent 
place to examine what makes 
us tick while exploring the 
power that all of us have that 
can change people’s lives. That 
power is the reason why most 
of us became optometrists in 
the first place, isn’t it? 

Lens care has recently be-
come a hot topic again for a 
variety of reasons. Let’s start 
with a brief look at the science 
of modern lens care.

The science behind 
My mantra has long been 

science defines clinical practice. 

Nowhere is this truer than in 
the area of contact lens care. 
Lens care may seem trivial in 
the overall equation of contact 
lens success, but after years of 
study and clinical experience, I 
can tell you it’s not. A tremen-
dous amount of complex sci-
ence and breakthrough research 
is incorporated into modern 
solutions. Especially with newer 
lens materials, solution and 
contact lens interaction plays 
a huge role in patient success. 
Many of us tend to underesti-
mate this.

We’ve all seen the clinical 
problems caused by incom-
patibility. Have you ever had 
lens wearers return with ir-
ritated eyes only to find that 
they switched to a different 
brand than the solution you 
recommended? Maybe it was 
on sale or it was packaged in 
a box that looked the same as 
what you recommended, but it 
wasn’t. 

In 2012, representatives from 
the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, Division of Ophthalmic, 
Neurological, and Ear, Nose 
and Throat Devices published 
an editorial and the results of 
several studies that discussed 
the importance of “real-world” 
lens care performance.1-4 More 

Care Enough to Recommend
Are your patients using the contact lens solution you 
recommend? A strong recommendation can affect patient 
success with contact lenses. 
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recently, I attended an FDA 
advisory panel meeting that 
addressed new test protocols 
and approval standards for lens 
care products. Concerns initial-
ly prompted by the global lens 
care recalls in 2006 and 2007, 
and results of FDA research are 
at the core of this new regula-
tory initiative. 

New standards are expected 
to be promulgated by the FDA 

in the future. Measures to  
address non-compliance and 
patient care factors will likely 
also be incorporated into the 
guidelines. However, this may 
still be a few years away. In the 
interim, we can help minimize 
risk and improve patient suc-
cess by understanding and act-
ing on the concerns raised by 
the FDA.

I believe most practitioners 
recognize that not all lens care 
products are the same. The 
Polyquad and Aldox solution 
tested showed superior biocidal 
efficacy in the FDA studies 
compared to a PHMB-based 
product.1-3 A Polyquad-Aldox 
solution also demonstrated 
superior effectiveness against 
biofilm-forming organisms, 
which is a growing concern.5 
We generally recognize that 
non-compliance is widespread 
and drives contact lens prob-
lems and possibly contact lens 
dropout.6 We also know that 
store brands often use older 
disinfection formulations based 
on PHMB. Despite recognizing 
this, most clinicians continue to 
make weak recommendations 

for lens care, if we make any at 
all. Why is this?

Misperceptions
We are so immersed in the 

medical model today that it’s 
natural to assume that virtually 
all of us understand the “power 
of the pen.” To me, prescribing 
includes not just pharmaceuti-
cal agents and contact lenses, 
but also lens care products. 

At the very least, every patient 
should receive a strong recom-
mendation as a natural conclu-
sion to his or her examination. 
Prescribing and recommending 
have many benefits. These steps 
extend our authority beyond 
the exam room, reinforce our 
relationship with the patient, 
and can improve compliance. 
It is usually the answer for the 
reason the patient came to see 
you.

You may be surprised at 
how patients interpret recom-
mendations. In a survey con-
ducted by Alcon on lens care 
product recommendations, only 
3% of eyecare providers re-
ported that they did not recom-
mend a specific lens care prod-
uct, while 66% reported always 
or frequently giving a recom-
mendation. When their patients 
were asked if they received a 
recommendation, only 31% 
said yes.7 Shockingly, more than 
two-thirds of the patients said 
they had not received a recom-
mendation despite more than 
two-thirds of the ECPs thinking 
they had given one. 

Over time, patients have 

come to expect free starter kits 
at every visit. However, they 
don’t value it. Based on patient 
perception and underscored by 
market share data, free starter 
kits aren’t interpreted as a rec-
ommendation by patients. Free 
starter kits are not recommen-
dations and they are certainly 
not prescriptions. Rather, free 
kits reinforce the already en-
grained perception of the lack 
of value inherent in receiving 
something for free. As a result, 
patients are more likely to per-
ceive lens care as a commodity. 
Worse yet, the widespread giv-
ing away of starter kits repre-
sents a lost opportunity to rein-
force our knowledge and differ-
entiate ourselves as experts. 

The cumulative result is a 
slow ongoing loss of authority 
and respect. The free kit helps 
commoditize what we do and I 
believe contributes to rampant 
non-compliance. A recent study 
found that 30% of monthly 
wearers slept in their lenses, 
nearly half fail to rub their lens-
es when cleaning every night 
before storage despite being 
instructed to do so, and twenty-
seven percent top off solution 
at least occasionally despite the 
well known dangers of topping 
off.8 

A recent study presented as 
a poster at the BCLA reported 
non-compliant behaviors were 
common, but that they could be 
positively influenced by greater 
practitioner interaction.9 Non-
compliance was greatest in 
younger patients, males, more 
experienced patients and those 
who used generic or store brand 
products.9 We need to do some-
thing to fix this!

Addressing the failure  
to communicate

I suspect many of us have 
just given up believing that we 

31

Free starter kits are not  
recommendations and they’re  

certainly not prescriptions.
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fort. That’s why they came to 
you in the first place. 

 
Implementing a success 
strategy

Becoming a good clinician 
takes years of training and a 
tremendous amount of skill. It 
doesn’t happen overnight. Why 
so many colleagues undervalue 
their knowledge and expertise 
is something that has baffled 
me throughout my career. As 
I said before, optometrists are 
among the most caring and 
patient centric of all health care 
providers. I believe that pa-
tients sense this and appreciate 
our commitment to them. They 
expect us to make strong rec-
ommendations that will protect 
them and improve the quality 
of their lives. Educating them 
not only guides them in the 
right direction, it also increases 
our perceived value to them. It 
is also a formula for practice 
success. 

Contact lenses and lens care 
products have evolved tremen-
dously over the past few years 
leaving us better positioned 
to keep lens wearers happy, 
successful and safer than ever 
before. Key to this is properly 
educating them and leveraging 
their trust to guide them in the 
right direction. Ultimately, giv-
ing them a strong and effective 
recommendation is among the 
best ways to show them why 
you care. OM
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have the power to influence 
patients. Sadly, nothing could 
be further from the truth. Data 
from dry eye consumer studies 
underscores just how influential 
the doctor recommendation 
can be. Patients who follow 
recommendations tend to use 
more drops regardless of cost 
differences.10 The reason? What 
we recommend tends to work 
well and patients trust our rec-
ommendation. Purchasing and 
using the product reinforces 
our prescriptive authority and 
the patient’s perception of us as 
clinicians.

I suspect that the greatest 
disconnect that exists between 
doctor recommendation and 
compliant patient behavior is 
caused by a simple failure to 
communicate effectively. We 
understand the complexities of 
lens care formulations. We are 
aware of interactions and prob-
lems caused by solution incom-
patibility and are cognizant of 
the risks associated with non-
compliance. 

So how do we communicate 
better? 

First, we need to recognize 
our own value. At a time when 
patients seem to select provid-
ers based on convenience and 
being “on” their insurance 
plan, we forget that for most 
patients, that’s true only for 
the initial visit. Once we’ve 
interacted with a patient, if we 
do everything right and they 
sense that we care about them, 
they bond with us. Patients 
who trust us tend to stay our 
patients.

When it comes to contact 
lenses and lens care, we should 
prescribe and recommend 
products that can make a dif-
ference for our patients. Use 
your knowledge to maximize 
safety and health and optimize 
the patient’s vision and com-
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A 
recent survey 
found 33% of eye 
care professionals 
believe multifocal 
contact lenses have 

the greatest growth potential of 
all lens designs and modalities 
available, second only to daily 
disposable contact lenses.1 This 
enthusiasm is borne from the 
quality of multifocal contact 
lens options now available and 
the large numbers of patients 

who could be fit with them — 
there are more than 100 million 
presbyopes in the United States, 
representing approximately 
33.2% of the population.2

Interested in developing a 
successful multifocal contact 
lens practice? Here are six steps 
to help get you there.

Step 1
Know the science

Which is better, multifocal 

or monovision? Science says 
multifocal correction. Multiple 
head-to-head studies compar-
ing performance of multifocal 
contact lenses to monovision 
have found about 7 out of 10 
subjects (68% to 76%) prefer 
multifocals.3-5

Recognizing this strong pref-
erence provides you with the 
confidence to know you’re of-
fering the best vision correction 
option for your patients when 

specialty contact lenses

Developing a Multifocal  
Contact Lens Practice
You may be only steps away from achieving your goal. Read about 
six key steps to learn more.
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you recommend multifocal con-
tact lens correction.

Step 2
Recognize — and prepare 
for — challenges

Despite the preferred per-
formance of multifocal con-
tact lenses, it’s important to 
acknowledge some inherent 
limitations, most notably, vi-
sion at near under low-light 
conditions. Don’t allow this to 
stop you from fitting multifo-
cal contact lenses. The studies 
that identified this challenging 
area are the same studies that 
show preference for multifocal 
contact lens correction over 
monovision.3-5 So, rather than 
abandon the multifocal contact 
lens option, recognize this chal-
lenge and help your patients 
overcome it.

Tell patients at the outset 
that they may have some dif-
ficulty with near vision in low-
light conditions, such as when 
perusing the menu in a dimly lit 
restaurant. Tell them light and 
magnification can help. The 
light can be from a table lamp 
and magnification from a pair 
of reading glasses, or both can 
come from more tech-savvy 
sources, such as a smart phone. 
Now they’re armed for success.

Step 3
Prepare the pre-presbyope

It’s widely acknowledged 
that the contact lens dropout 
rate accelerates as patients 
become presbyopic (Figure 1). 
Avoid this unnecessary dropout 

by preparing your pre-presby-
opic contact lens wearers for 
their changes in vision, and let 
them know there are tools avail-
able — multifocal contact lenses 
— to help them when the time 
comes.

Step 4
Fit early

In the past, we often pushed 
plus in the non-dominant eye 
to solve near vision problems 
with early presbyopes. By em-
ploying this strategy again and 
again, we soon find the patient 
in full-blown monovision, with 
its inherent limitations. So, fit 
presbyopes early. Multifocal 
contact lenses are easier to fit 
when a low add is required, and 
it allows the patient to adapt 
to multifocal optics, making it 
easier to transition them into 
higher adds over time.

Step 5
Follow the fitting guidelines

Manufacturers want you to 
be successful with their contact 
lenses. Each has devoted time, 
money and effort to under-
standing and explaining how to 
get the most out of their specific 
contact lens designs. Utilize the 
information they’ve developed. 
Use their fitting guidelines for 
faster and more effective fits.

Step 6
Define success

One study found objective 
measures, such as visual acu-
ity, were higher for monovision 
than multifocal contact lenses, 

but multifocal lenses were pre-
ferred overall by these same 
subjects, especially for activities 
such as night driving, television 
viewing and computer use.4 So, 
don’t use visual acuity measure-
ments to define success. Instead, 
listen to your patients. When 
they’re satisfied, you can be too, 
knowing you’ve improved their 
quality of life. OM
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Providing clear binocular vision at all distances, near through far

MULTIFOCAL LENSES BY VICTORIA DZURINKO, OD, FAAO

A fter its launch in 2010, it
didn’t take long for the
AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal 
contact lens to become the 

fi rst-line multifocal contact lens for my 
presbyopic patients. From the very fi rst 
fi t, I knew it was something unique. 
Here was a center-near multifocal 
that gave patients consistent and 
outstanding binocular distance vision. 
But because of its breakthrough 
design, the fi tting paradigm was 
counterintuitive to how I’d been 
fi tting multifocal contact lenses. I 
quickly noticed that my patients would 
accept more plus power at distance, 
thus improving near vision without 
increasing the ADD power, while 
maintaining great distance acuity. 
When I followed the fi tting guidelines 
like a cookbook, my success rate with 
this lens far exceeded my success rate 
with any other multifocal. I fi nally had 
more than just compromise to offer my 
multifocal patients.

New Lens Option for 
Presbyopes
At the beginning of this year, Alcon 
introduced the DAILIES® AquaComfort 
Plus® Multifocal contact lens. This 
new lens incorporates the same 
Precision Profi le Design of the #1 AIR 
OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal1 with the 
same material as the #1 selling daily 
disposable,DAILIES® AquaComfort 
Plus® lens2. Its parameters mirror that 
of the AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal 
lens one-for-one across all three ADD 
powers. With no new fi tting process 
to learn, I was able to quickly and 

seamlessly integrate this new lens into 
my multifocal practice.  

Discussions With Patients
Conversations with my presbyopic 
patients have evolved into lifestyle 
discussions and which lens modality 
fi ts them best. For patients who crave 
the convenience and comfort of a 
fresh new lens every day, along with 
blink-activated technology that helps 
result in a stable tear fi lm, DAILIES® 
AquaComfort Plus® Multifocal lenses 
are my choice. For patients who desire 
more breathability*, and a lens that 
offers consistent comfort from
day 1 to day 303, the best choice is
AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal. With the 
majority of my multifocal contact lens 
patients also purchasing spectacles, 
the “either/or scenario” has happily 
become a “both”, and it’s having a 
positive impact on my practice.

Growing the Multifocal Business
Fitting this lens design over the last 
4 years has helped me grow my 

multifocal contact lens business. 
Patients comment on how much 
they love their vision as well as how 
comfortable their lenses are. One of 
the best parts about fi tting this design 
is how it doesn’t waste valuable chair 
time. A typical fi t involves the initial 
visit and a single follow-up. Also, Alcon 
recently launched their eye2eye™ 
app as a reference to streamline the 
fi tting process further. The app is so 
user friendly, myself or even my staff 
members are able to determine the 
initial diagnostic lenses by simply 
entering the patient’s most recent 
spectacle prescription.

Delivering Vision and Comfort
As the baby boomers transition into 
the later stages of presbyopia and the 
generation Xers enter early presbyopia, 
having options that deliver on both 
vision and comfort is vital to the success 
of our contact lens practices. With a 
single, proven fi tting paradigm and 
advanced material technologies, the AIR 
OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal and DAILIES® 
AquaComfort Plus® Multifocal contact 
lenses offer our patients great vision and 
comfort for any and all lifestyle needs.
* Dk/t = 138 @ -3.00D

Important information for AIR OPTIX® AQUA 
Multifocal (lotra� lcon B) contact lenses:
For daily wear or extended wear up to 6 nights for 
near/farsightedness and/or presbyopia. Risk of 
serious eye problems (i.e., corneal ulcer) is greater 
for extended wear. In rare cases, loss of vision may 
result. Side effects like discomfort, mild burning or 
stinging may occur.

References:
1. Based on third-party industry report, 12 months 
ending December 2013; Alcon data on � le.

2. Based on third-party industry report, based 
on unit sales,12 months ending December 2013; 
Alcon data on � le. 

3. Eiden SB, Davis R, Bergenske P. Prospective 
study of lotra� lcon B lenses comparing 2 versus 
4 weeks of wear for objective and subjective 
measures of health, comfort, and vision. Eye & 
Contact Lens. 2013;39(4):290-294.

Alcon now has two options you can offer presbyopes:
• #1 Selling AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal1 contact lenses
• DAILIES® AquaComfort Plus® Multifocal contact lenses

See product instructions for complete
wear, care, and safety information.

Finally a Monthly and Daily Disposable 
Multifocal With the Same Design

Sponsored by

Dr. Dzurinko practices in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Precision Profi le Design
Near

Intermediate

Distance

The Precision Pro� le Design incorporates 
an adaptive minus power pro� le, 
and a center-near design that works
synergistically with the eye’s natural
pupillary function.
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I
n the changing face of health 
care, it’s important that we 
gauge our success with con-
tact lens wearers. But how? 

Though success means dif-
ferent things to different people, 
but it starts by identifying and 
satisfying patients’ visual needs  
and concerns. Here’s how:

1. Listen 
The road to success begins with 

listening to your patients. This can 
mean the difference between suc-
cess and failure when it comes to 
fitting contact lenses. By providing 
an individualized approach and 
utilizing current technologies, we 
have the ability to maximize our 
contact lens success.

2. Assume Nothing
Don’t assume all is well with 

your patients’ ocular health. 
Many may be silently suffering 
because of lowered expectations 
or a fear that you’ll say they can’t 
wear contact lenses anymore. The 
more subtle conditions often pose 
the biggest threats that can lead 
to the discontinuation of contact 
lens wear. 

Eyecare professionals can iden-
tify these silent sufferers through a 
detailed history and examination.  
Changing when and how patients 
are questioned about their con-
tact lens-wearing experience will  

likely provide valuable insights 
into any comfort concerns. For 
example, ask your patient, “At 
what time do contact lenses start 
to feel uncomfortable?” 

Also, question them during 
your anterior segment evaluation. 
Patients may be more honest if 
they suspect their doctor has iden-
tified a concern. 

2. Collect a case history
It’s critical to know and under-

stand your patients’ occupations, 
hobbies and daily visual require-
ments. Use this information to 
choose specific modalities and de-
signs based on their expectations. 
Additionally, a thorough history 
will tell you exactly what the pa-
tient has tried in the past. Know-
ing where they’ve been may help 
you decide where you want to go.

 3. Perform a thorough exam 
After understanding the pa-

tient’s needs and desires, match 
them with their ocular health 
needs. Advanced contact lens ma-

terials, designs and solution sys-
tems have improved our ability 
to provide a comfortable contact 
lens-wearing experience, but a 
careful eyelid and corneal evalua-
tion can identify potential compli-
cations along with specific treat-
ment regimens for patients who 
may need them. Remediation of 
any underlying conditions can be 
achieved by utilizing a patient-
centered proactive approach.

3. Make recommendations
Once you have gathered the 

necessary information and exam-
ined the patient, make a recom-
mendation — and keep it simple. 

When talking about contact 
lenses, make sure to discuss why 
you’re fitting them in a specific 
modality. Explain the importance 
of compliance, and write down 
proper care techniques. 

Describe your success with 
patients who have prescriptions 
similar to their own. Explain the 
process as personalizing the fit 
and prescription for their specific 
visual needs. Visual aids or props 
can be used to help show the de-
sign of the contact lens and engage 
the patient in the process.

Build patient loyalty
Success with contact lenses will 

benefit both practice and patient. 
Contact lenses are an excellent  
visual correction option, not to 
only improve vision and build pa-
tient loyalty. OM

We have the 
ability to 

maximize our 
contact lens 

success.

Grading Contact  
Lens Success
Build patient loyalty by providing a 
personalized approach.
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C
ontact lens patients so 
frequently downplay the 
necessity of up-to-date 
glasses or quality plano 

sunglasses that it seems as though 
they’ve convinced us as well. But 
it’s time for us to rethink how we 
address these needs. 

Here are two ways to educate 
patients about the importance of 
proper eyewear.

Plano sunglasses
Nearly every contact lens 

wearer has some sort of plano 
sunglasses. However, until they’re 
educated on the difference be-
tween quality ophthalmic lenses 
and inexpensive options from the 
local store, they’ll probably never 
invest in quality lenses. 

When explaining the differ-
ences between varying grades of 
lenses it’s useful to employ a dem-
onstration. For example, using a 
chart projector in the exam room, 
place the patient’s plano sun lens-
es at the end of the projector tube 
so the chart is projected through 
the lens and onto the screen. A 
poor-quality lens will blur the eye 
chart, while a high-quality lens 
will darken the chart but retain 
the image quality. This simple 
demonstration speaks volumes 
about optical quality differences.

Also, if you’re going to offer 
plano sunglasses, it’s important 

to have an adequate representa-
tion of the brands people want 
to wear. Your office should plan 
to display at least 200 pairs in 
order to capture that segment of 
patients who want to invest in 
quality plano sunglasses. Attrac-
tive merchandising, signage, and 
displays help to drive sales.

Backup glasses
Having backup glasses to wear 

when the contact lenses are out 
is also important. Many patients 
rely on outdated glasses as their 
backup, even though they may 
wear them several hours a day. 

When patients present with 
outdated backup glasses, I always 
ask them, “If you were unable to 
wear your contact lenses for a 
week, would you be able to func-
tion at work comfortably?” This 
question not only addresses how 
well they would be able to see, 
but also makes them think about 
how they would appear in the of-
fice with their very old frames. I 
then follow up with a statement 
such as, “It’s important that your 

glasses function at the same level 
as your new contact lenses. Let’s 
have the optical staff show you 
some options to get your glasses 
up to date.”

Often, contact lens patients 
place a lower priority on glasses 
and, as a result, are reluctant to 
purchase glasses due to the cost. 
For these patients, we’ve bundled  
inexpensive frames with basic 
lenses at a significantly lower 
price. Interestingly, once these  
patients make the decision to 
update their glasses and look at 
this budget collection, they often 
switch to a better frame anyway.  

When you present their up-
dated glasses, it helps to include 
a statement such as, “You may 
find yourself wearing these new 
glasses more than you think once 
you have the new prescription 
and a frame that you like. Having 
new glasses will allow you to be 
more comfortable with your con-
tact lenses when you don’t have  
to wear them for all of your wak-
ing hours.”

Worth the Investment
Though it may require some 

extra patient education to con-
vince contact lens wearers of the 
benefits of updating their glasses 
and purchasing quality plano sun-
glasses, buying new glasses will 
enhance their vision and comfort, 
while helping to make your prac-
tice more profitable. OM

Nearly every 
contact lens 

wearer has plano 
sunglasses.

Eyeglass  
Education
How to discuss eyeglass and sunglass 
options with contact lens patients
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DR. REED IS AN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AT THE NOVA 

SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY 

IN FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA., A MEMBER OF THE OCULAR 

NUTRITION SOCIETY AND AUTHOR OF NUMEROUS ARTICLES 

ON OCULAR NUTRITION, DISEASE AND PHARMACOLOGY. 

SHE IS ALSO A FREQUENT CONTINUING EDUCATION 

LECTURER. TO COMMENT ON THIS COLUMN, E-MAIL DR. 

REED AT KIMREED@NOVA.EDU, OR SEND COMMENTS TO 

OPTOMETRICMANAGEMENT@GMAIL.COM.
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I 
don’t just write and speak 
about nutrition as part of 
my occupation. I read and 
learn as much as I can on all 

things related to nutrition, such 
as obesity, wellness and disease 
prevention — just for fun! When 
you find yourself relaxing on the 
beach in Aruba, reading journal 
articles about high-intensity in-
terval training and the benefits of 
the carotenoids, you know you’re 
a deeply committed nutrition and 
wellness junkie-nerd.

Introduction to nutrition 
We became O.D.s to help 

people, improve their vision and 
protect eyesight. Although put-
ting -3.00D lenses in front of a 
previously uncorrected myopic 
teen has immediate and power-
ful results, nutrition counseling to 
prevent or delay age-related eye 
disease can be just as rewarding. 
Of course, it’s a lifelong process 
instead of an instant one — but 
no less powerful. 

Likewise, offering meaningful 
resources to a patient who has 
struggled to lose weight, but re-
mained unsuccessful for decades, 
while awkward at first, can be 
life-changing for a patient and 
his family. And while I’m not ad-
vocating that we turn our exam 
lanes into nutrition and exercise 
counseling rooms, we can begin 

that process. We can start that 
conversation. We are uniquely sit-
uated as optometrists to provide 
a non-judgmental and supportive 
place for these discussions to be-
gin and to connect our patients 
with other professionals who can 
provide qualified, ongoing care. In 
this sense, nutrition and wellness 

primary care is no different than 
when we see patients for ocular 
manifestations of a systemic dis-
ease. We identify and diagnose, 
and where treatment is outside 
our scope of practice, we refer to 
others for management.

An intervention 
From a practical standpoint, 

disease costs money — LOTS of 
it. Preventing disease is, without 

exception, more economical and 
more effective. Simply consider 
one patient who has AMD and 
the cost of catastrophic vision 
loss, in terms of direct medical 
costs for anti-VEGF treatment, 
office visits and the like. Add the 
indirect costs of lost productiv-
ity and vision rehabilitation, not 
to mention the co-morbid con-
ditions associated with vision 
loss. Consider the fact that since 
evidence suggests we can prevent 
catastrophic vision loss in MORE 
THAN HALF of at-risk patients, 
how can it not be standard of care 
to do so? Now, think about all the 
eye diseases that are at least par-
tially preventable, such as diabetic 
retinopathy, hypertensive retinop-
athy, vein occlusions, sleep apnea 
and even dry eye disease. How 
much of the cost of secondary and 
tertiary care for patients could be 
saved if early interventions, such 
as adiposity reduction and dietary 
modification, were in play? Isn’t it 
our responsibility to step in before 
the hemorrhages and cotton wool 
spots form?

I think it is, and this is how I 
practice. I’m privileged to do so, 
and even more privileged to share 
my experiences with my col-
leagues through my writing and 
continuing education lectures. OM

We are uniquely 
situated as 

optometrists to 
provide a non-
judgmental and 
supportive place 

for nutrition 
discussions  

to begin. 

Why I Care 
About Nutrition
It’s just as rewarding as providing 
vision correction, and it’s cost-saving.
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HIM AT JGERSON@HOTMAIL.COM. TO COMMENT ON THIS 
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A
s optometrists, we have 
endless opportunities 
to enhance the lives of 
our patients.  When we 

do a great job of refraction, our 
patients see more clearly. When 
we do a great job of finding and 
treating pathology, we 
help our patients address 
their ocular wellness and 
maintain their vision. 
When we help patients 
whose eyes are feeling ir-
ritated, we help them feel 
better. And, with all the 
options in contact lenses, 
eyeglasses and surgical 
procedures, we can help 
our patients look (and 
feel) the way they want as 
well. As ODs, we can’t be 
complacent in just satis-
fying one aspect of what 
our patients want. And 
we shouldn’t just meet 
their expectations — we 
should exceed them.

All the right tools
We have all the tools at our 

disposal to make a difference. If 
a patient wants contact lenses, it’s 
important to have a diverse offer-
ing to make sure we can meet any 
need a patient may have. Whether 
this is correcting astigmatism for 
the patient who had previously 
been told he couldn’t wear con-
tact lenses, or finding the right 
color lens so he can have the eye 
color he’s always wanted, we can 

help patients realize the potential 
of what we have to offer.

Exceed expectations
This is true with other products 

— especially eyeglasses, where 
there is an opportunity to exceed 

expectations and make a real dif-
ference. Some patients think that 
just because they get older, they 
shouldn’t expect as much. We 
should tell them it’s OK to have 
high expectations, and we can 
help fulfill those expectations. An 
antireflective coating will help not 
only the way a person sees, but 
also the glare coming off of their 
lenses and thus, how they look. 
This is a great example of improv-

ing both function and style/ap-
pearance at the same time.

When a patient tells me some-
thing is good enough, I respond 
with “Good enough…is not.” We 
should strive to be good or great 
in all that we do, so we can en-
hance the quality of life of our 
patients. Patients shouldn’t leave 
the office with eyeglasses that are 
“OK.” They should leave with 
something they agree not only 

looks great, but also helps 
them reach their visual po-
tential in every way.

Diversify to satisfy
A simplistic way to 

view it is that I diversify 
to satisfy. The more the 
offerings I have, the more 
people who will be happy 
and want to come back. 
This also helps build our 
practices because satisfied 
patients tell others about 
us. More importantly, your 
patients’ friends, families 
and colleagues will see the 
difference we made in how 
our patient looks, acts and 
feels because of their eye 
care and eyewear. Word of 
mouth is the cheapest and 

most effective form of marketing 
and we create that automatically 
when we exceed expectations.

When we truly care, our pa-
tients notice it. It makes a differ-
ence to them, and our practices! 
OM

Why I Diversify
Embrace the opportunity to diversify 
your practice and satisfy your patients.



 THIS IS WHY OPTI-FREE® PureMoist® Solution 
allows patients to wear contact lenses
 MORE COMFORTABLY1 AND LONGER each day.2
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The HydraGlyde® Moisture Matrix 
attaches and forms a hydrophilic 
environment across the surface of 
the lens—providing moisture from 

morning ’til night.2-4    

†Based on a global survey of 10,611 contact lens wearers who tried OPTI-FREE® PureMoist® for two weeks.
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O.D.
Scene

ith the support of Alcon and the University of 
Houston, Dr. Kelly Nichols developed a unique  
eye care program with some of the leaders in ocu-
lar surface disease. There were 33 participants 
who spent 2 days discovering what is needed to 

change our profession from a reactive (treatment) to 
a proactive (preventive) modality. The theme was “Why 

I Care — Transforming Eye Care and Improving Patients’ Quality of 
Life.” At first, I didn’t get it. But after 2 days, it was clear that our pro-
fession needs a major overhaul when dealing in preventive medicine. 
In fact, we were all amazed at the lack of consistency even with a 
group of homogeneous individuals. We also discovered a true lack  
of preventive initiatives in our offices. 

Simon Sinek authored a great book “Start with Why: How Great 
Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action.” This book tries to explain 
why we’re inspired by some people, leaders, messages and organi-
zations over others. So, the theme O.D. Scene this month is devoted 
to the discovery of “The Why.” 

For this special edition of O.D. Scene, I chose three individuals 
who attended the meeting and are making a difference in the field of 
eye care. As you will note, they’re all women. According to the Asso-
ciation of Schools and Colleges of Optometry, the percentage of female full-time students in profes-
sional OD programs is about 65%. So, I thought it would be nice to learn about a few of our female 
optometry leaders. (If you want to know more about our female leaders, refer to the February 2013 
issue to learn about the Women in Vision organization.

Speaking of wellness, Dr. Kirk Smick, teaches us that there’s more to optometric life than patients 
and disease. Family vacations (really, all vacations) are also important and this month he talks about 
a great family destination: the Atlantis.

O.D. Scene creator, writer and 
editor Jack Schaeffer, O.D.

Gina M. Wesley, O.D., M.S., F.A.A.O.; Kelly Kerksick, O.D. & Katherine Mastrota, M.S., O.D., F.A.A.O.

W

Why I Care...

eye health. 
KK: My practice is situated in a small, 

bedroom community outside of St. Louis. I 
started the practice shortly after I graduated 
and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed the challenge of 
watching it grow from the ground up. Just 
last year, I sought out a doctor for partner-
ship, which has been awesome. One of my 

Q: Describe your practice. 
GW: I started my practice 6 years 

ago, and have built a primary care facility 
that emphasizes contact lenses (50% of my 
patients wear them) and childrens’ eye care. 
My practice focuses on preventive care strate-
gies, and offers patients extended services, 
which allows them to be proactive about their 

Dr. Mastrota and daughter Audrey
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They are to me. 
KK: I think there has to be purpose to 

everything we do. To me, “Why I Care” means 
“What is My Purpose”?

KM: Why I Care? I care because I can 
change lives.

Q: What’s your definition of 
preventive care? 

GW: Preventive care means counseling 
and educating your patients about what they 
can do to protect and maximize their ocular 
potential today and every day. It also means 
utilizing advanced technology and offering 
services that enhance the knowledge we have 
about a patient’s current ocular health. 

KK: Providing care with the intention to 
avoid a negative outcome or a negative end 
result.

KM: Preventive care is a daily, 
conscious effort to balance, support and 
enhance a system.

Q: What can we do to develop a  
patient screening protocol to 

uncover issues, such as dry eye, so 
we can move into the preventive care 
mode of practice? 

GW: A simple, straightforward practice 
protocol that includes key questions for the 
patient, and a plan for addressing any  

favorite characteristics of the practice is the 
diversity of patients of all ages with a variety 
of problems that require our expertise. We see 
a large volume of medically managed patients 
and I added vision therapy into the practice a 
few years back. My favorite part of my prac-
tice is being able to do a little bit of everything 
with patients. I love the challenge of manag-
ing a patient with glaucoma and thoroughly 
enjoy working with my patients enrolled in 
vision therapy. It’s great to do both.

KM: Currently, I’m the center director of 
Omni Eye Surgery, the New York branch of 
Omni Eye Services, a large optometric referral 
practice.

Q: Where did you go to optometry 
school / residency? 

GW: The Ohio State University. I did the 
dual OD/masters in vision science program. 
No residency. 

KK: I went to optometry school in  
Memphis at Southern College of Optometry.

KM: I’m a graduate of SUNY Optometry 
and its 2007 Alumna of the Year.

Q: What does the statement “Why I 
Care” mean to you? 

GW: The statement “Why I Care” is an 
extension of the clarification I gained after 
reading Simon Sinek’s “Start with Why.” The 
play on words of “why I care” extends into 
“why EYE care” and really… aren’t those 
statements universal to most optometrists? 

Dr. Kerksick’s son Tyler

Q: Why did you decide to be 
an optometrist? 

GW: I needed glasses when I 
was 8 years old, and my visits to the 
optometrist were always easy and 
resulted in me having excellent visual 
outcomes. I thought, “why not seek 
a career where you get to maximize 
patients’ vision every day.”

KK: I first became interested in 
optometry when I was a freshman in 
high school. I still remember getting 
my first eye exam. I was 14 and was 
getting a D in my geography class 
because I sat in the back and couldn’t 
see the countries on the overhead 
projector for tests and quizzes. I 
remember my mom telling me that I 
better not be making this up. (I think 
she thought I was making excuses 
for not doing well in geography.) I 
remember getting my first exam and 
then my first pair of eyeglasses and I 
was hooked. 

KM: Stephen Zigman, O.D., pre-
scribed my first pair of eyeglasses 
in seventh grade and fit my first pair 
of contact lenses for my high school 
prom. I always loved going to his of-
fice — he inspired and encouraged 
me to become an optometrist.

Dr. Wesley with husband Alex in Turks and Caicos



they can appreciate the value of preventive 
eye care.

KM: A visit to the eye care professional’s 
office should stream information from the 
first person encountered in the office to the 
last. Every person in the office should be fully 
versed in basic eye health information and 
make it a point to share relevant facts at each 
patient encounter. A sentence or two about 
lid hygiene, UV protection, or protective eye 
wear, for example, will encourage patients 
to think about these things. The doctor and 
the staff should draw parallels to commonly 
accepted practices the patient is familiar with 
such as the application of sunscreen to pre-
vent skin damage and cancer.

Q: What advice would you give to 
the new Women of Optometry as 

they graduate & enter the profession? 
GW: Determine what’s important to you 

professionally, as well as personally, and 
make your own path. Don’t feel you have to go 
it alone — find mentors and those who have 
done it before you. One of the great aspects of 
our profession is the vast array of directions 
you can go in and still offer your talents to 
patients and the profession. 

KK: Be committed to your profession and 
your family. Both need your time, your talents, 
and your wisdom. Optometry is a wonderful 
profession that will give you the flexibility to 
do both well. As a result, be sure to give your 
time and talents to both.

KM: To new female graduates: it is imper-
ative to support our professional association, 
the AOA, that guards our hard-won privileges 
and defends our evolving and expanding 
scope of care.

Simon Sinek, author of the New York 
Times bestseller “Start with Why,” says 
“People don’t buy what you do; they buy why 
you do it.” 

Q: Why do you practice optometry 
and why do you use certain  

approaches in your practice? 
GW: I wake up every day to serve as an 

authentic example to bring about positive 
change in this world. 

I practice optometry to create positive 

issues clinically (before it becomes a chronic, 
hard-to-manage condition) must be put into 
practice by those who believe in the preven-
tive care model. I think that’s critical. We’re 
very much a medical community of reaction 
instead of proactive prevention. I believe that 
preventing ocular issues, or at least delaying 
their onset or limiting the severity, is the  
future of our profession. 

KK: I personally think we need to men-
tor more with dentistry. Dentistry has done a 
great job raising awareness about the need 

for preventive care and their efforts have 
cross-pollinated to other professions causing 
pediatricians and primary care providers to 
promote the value of preventive dental care. 

KM: I find most people like engaging in 
questions that help them define who they are. 
I would like to develop a “Risk Calculator” 
for eye disease to help patients focus on the 
many concerns that should be routinely  
addressed to help keep their eyes healthy.

Q: How should we educate our 
patients so they understand the 

importance of preventive eyecare?
GW: I believe it’s a very grassroots effort. 

Patients need to see a consistent message 
throughout your practice. Offer preventive 
and wellness testing as a part of the exam 
process. Follow through on those tests by 
extending your exam room dialogue to con-
tinue education about not only what the tests 
mean, but what your patients can do to keep 
their eyes healthy. Then, repeat this every 
time they are in, every appointment, every 
year. I’ve found that repetition and consis-
tency creates an expectation by patients that 
preventive care messages will be a part of the 
exam. 

KK: Every day, people take their eyesight 
for granted. People need to have a better 
understanding of what could go wrong before 
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Dr. Mastrota and ‘team’ during rebuild of the Omni Eye Surgery NYC Penthouse

Dr. Wesley’s son Quinn with husband Alex
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once a day, I hear the phrase “I really need 
to keep my vision” from a patient. Trained as 
I’ve been, it’s my responisbility to do just that 
— protect and preserve vision. 

I perform dry eye evaluations on a sepa-
rate visit from the eye exam because “dry 
eye” can be a mere nuisance or the “tip of the 
proverbial iceberg,” a herald of deeper pathol-
ogy, such as Sjögrens, that not only can steal 
vision, but also can take away life. Dry eye/
ocular surface evaluations deserve dedicated 
time and attention to develop a comprehen-
sive patient profile and management plan.  

I educate my staff about ocular surface 
disease because this reinforces the message 
for safeguards to maintain comfortable vision.

I educate patients about ocular surface 

outcomes for my patients. 
I perform dry eye evaluations on a sepa-

rate visit from the eye exam, so I can devote 
enough time to address the variability of dry 
eye, perform the testing and educate the pa-
tient. To do all of this well, a separate appoint-
ment is necessary. 

I educate staff about ocular surface dis-
ease because my staff is an extension of me 
and my practice. They also need to serve as 
authentic examples. But, in order to do so, 
they need to understand what we do and why 
we treat ocular surface disease. 

I educate patients about ocular surface 
disease, so I can create positive outcomes for 
them.

KK: I practice because I love being that 
person who makes a difference. I wish I had 
the opportunity every day to dispense eye-
glasses to a child for the first time. There’s 
nothing better than seeing the look of awe on 
a child’s face — and then, his parent’s faces 
— when he experiences 20/20 eyesight for 
the first time.

I perform dry eye evaluations on a sepa-
rate visit from the eye exam because I think 
it’s important to conduct a medical assess-
ment independent of vision assessments 
whenever possible. From the perspective of 
the patient, it creates a layer of transparency 
in that they understand why they’re in the  
office and understand why their medical  
insurance will be billed.

I educate staff in the practice about ocular 
surface disease because I know my staff 
spends far more time interacting with my pa-
tients than I do. As a result, I want them to be 
able to represent the practice well. I’ve also 

found that an educated staff who understands 
the ‘Why’ tends to be the practice’s biggest 
cheerleaders. Nothing makes me prouder 
than hearing my staff deliver a recommenda-
tion to a patient from the heart. Knowing that 
they’re drinking the Kool-Aid as a result of 
understanding the why makes them far more 
credible than I could ever be.

I educate patients about ocular surface 
disease because so many patients don’t 
even realize they have a problem that can be 
treated. Often, they think their symptoms are 
the norm. It’s amazing how asking a simple 
question such as, “How do your eyes feel?” 
can open up a discussion that turns into a dry 
eye treatment plan.

KM: I practice optometry because at least 

Q: Playing favorites ...
GW: 

Restaurant: Tilia in the Linden Hills 
neighborhood of Minneapolis 

US City: Boston
Book: Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander  

series and “To Kill a Mockingbird”
Band: U2

Bottle of Wine: Ferrari Carrano  
Cabernet

Adult Beverage of Choice: Jameson 
and ginger ale

Last app you downloaded on your 
phone or tablet: Real Simple downloaded 
on your phos great! You select how much 
time you have to make a meal, what sort 
of meat/pasta/vegetarian category you 
are starting with, and it gives you tons of 
recipe ideas. 

 
KK: 

Restaurant: Sydney Street
US City: Key West, FL
Book: Start With Why
Band: I have too many favorites. I love 

all kinds of music.
Bottle of Wine: Chateau Montelena 

Cabernet
Adult Beverage of Choice: Grey 

Goose and club soda
Last app you downloaded on your 

phone or tablet: An e-signature app

KM:
Restaurant: The River Cafe
US City: Brooklyn (The coolest city on 

the planet)
Book: A 1949 copy of M.L. Berliner’s 

Biomicroscopy of the Eye given to me by 
Dr. Donald Korb

Band: Frank Sinatra and the Count 
Basie Orchestra

Bottle of Wine:  Newton Vineyards 
Cabernet Sauvignon Unfiltered Napa  
Valley

Adult Beverage of Choice: Cham-
pagne

Last app you downloaded on your 
phone or tablet: DuoLingo. I’m trying to 
learn Italian.

Dr. Kerksick with husband Scott



Q: Do you have other interests that 
occupy your time? 

GW: I just built a new facility for my prac-
tice, so that has taken up much of my past 
year with planning and design.

KK: I enjoy traveling and reading, although 
parenthood has put a damper on both.

KM: My favorite pastime is trolling second 
hand and consignment shops for vintage trea-
sures, especially if re-sold at profit!

Q: Tell us about your family. 
GW: My husband Alex works as a 

vendor consultant, representing companies 
who place in, and sell their products to, 
Target and Best Buy (both with headquarters 
here in the Twin Cities). My oldest little boy 
Quinn is 4, has lots of energy and is very so-
cial. My littlest guy, Rhett, just turned 1, and 
is happy and mastering his walking skills. 

KK: My husband, Scott, owns a construc-
tion company and specializes in waterfront 
developments. We have a son, Tyler, who just 
turned one and we’re expecting our second 
son in November.

KM: My mother is the inspiration for many 
an article. My brother is a source of solid sup-
port. My husband balances my far-fetched 
ideas with common sense and my 17-year-
old, Audrey, is in the throws of the “college 
search.” And there’s Gigi the dog.

disease because most patients take for 
granted the comfort of their eyes so it’s  
imperative for them to understand the  
complex system that maintains that. 

Q: Who (OD or non-OD) has shaped 
your optometric career the most? 

GW: My school advisor for my master’s 
program was Dr. Kelly Nichols, who (as most 
people already know) is a tremendous mentor 
and example of passion and dedication to the 
profession. She was instrumental in guiding 
me and developing my professional direction, 
and placing me in contact with so many other 
mentors in optometry. Thank you, Kelly!! 

KK: There are two individuals who come 
to mind. Dr. Joe Ellis was my preceptor during 
my 4th year rotations in optometry school. He 
gave me the encouragement and mentorship 
to start up my practice. His mentorship and 
advice has been indispensable over the years. 
To this day, I still call him for advice and 
mentorship. Dr. Michael Pier gave me the op-
portunity to speak from the podium very early 
in my optometric career. Those speaking op-
portunities have led to a large variety of other 
professional opportunities within our industry 
over the years. I’m grateful to Dr. Pier for tak-
ing a chance on me when I had no experience 
to back me up.

KM: Years ago, Mark Jofe, M.D., gave me 

the latitude to develop a 
“Dry Eye and Blepharitis” 
practice in his office. As a 
superb cataract surgeon, 
he restored sight. How-
ever, he was also cogni-
zant of the fact that even 
with good vision, patients 
could be visually dissatis-
fied due to the impact of 
“dry eye.” He allowed me 
the time and freedom to 
explore unconventional 
therapies for these pa-
tients.

Q: What are your pastimes, hobbies, 
recreations? 

GW: I love to spend time with my two 
boys (ages 4 and 1) and husband, and I love to 
travel. I studied abroad for 6 months in Aus-
tralia during undergrad, took numerous VOSH 
trips to Central America while in optometry 
school, and my husband and I have made sev-
eral trips to Europe. Now, our travels are more 
family-focused as we take our boys with us. 

KK: My husband and I are avid boaters. 
Nothing beats an afternoon on the lake in the 
boat.

KM: Practicing yoga is an important part 
of my week.
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Dr. Wesley in Kilkenny, Ireland

The view from Dr. Mastrota’s house in Maryland
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The dog days of summer were upon us. We were looking for a new 
place to take the kids (and grandkids) and settled on Atlantis. Atlantis 
is a huge hotel and water complex on Paradise Island in the Bahamas. 
Our non-stop flight from Atlanta to Nassau was only 2 hours long and 
after a 20 minute taxi ride, we were checking into our room in the The 
Reef building. There are several options for sleeping in the resort and 
The Reef is family oriented. The resort has a large casino and several 
excellent restaurants, including a Nobu location, Café Martinique (from 
Jean-Georges Vongerichten, one of our New York favorites), Mesa from 
Bobby Flay and the Seafire Steakhouse (my favorite). 

Water water everywhere
The resort is all about water. My grandchildren (ages 6, 8 and 10) 

were in perpetual heaven. No one had any trouble sleeping at night.
The water features include The Current (a long river ride with lots of 

rapids on a large inner tube) and The Lazy River (another long river but a 
little more gentle, also on an inner tube).

The Mayan Temple has the Leap of Faith, the Serpent Slide, the 
Challenger Slides (where two side-by-side slides allow friends to race 
each other to the bottom) and the Jungle Slides. 

Another building, The Power Tower has The Drop, The Falls, The 

Atlantis: A Family Affair

&
Travel, Food  

Wine
Kirk L. Smick, O.D., F.A.A.O., Morrow, Ga.

Surge and The Abyss. Dolphin Cay is a large lake where you can put 
on a wet suit and swim with the dolphins. Finally, Predator Lagoon and 
Tunnel offer interesting exploring. 

Pools for grandfathers
Grandfathers are granted exceptions from some of the “scary” 

water slides, but there are several pools where lounging takes place 
in scenic environments. The Baths Colonnade Pool, the Cascade Pool 
(for guests of the Reef and Cove only), the Grotto Pool, the BLU Pool, 

the Lap Pool, the Mayan Temple Pool and the 
Royal Baths Pool are just a few that I hung out 
at. Outdoor dining facilities were numerous 
near all of the pools and water activities and  
offered the usual kid’s favorites including hot 
dogs, hamburgers and fish sandwiches. My 
kids loved the Shark Bites. 

Marine habitats
Atlantis is home to more than 50,000 

amazing marine animals from nearly 200 
different species. In the Mayan Temple  
Lagoon, you can experience two incredible 
views of sharks – from the surrounding deck 
and windows or from an exhilarating water 
slide through a clear tunnel.

The Seagrapes Lagoon has a brilliant dis-
play of colorful reef fish and graceful rays in 
this magnificent 500,000 gallon lagoon. The 
Dig/Ruins Lagoon has more than 20,000 ma-

rine animals in it’s 2.7 million gallon exhibit and is the largest open-air 
marine habitat in the world.

Finally, at the Predator Lagoon, you come face-to-face with sharks, 
barracudas, rays, sawfish and other imposing predators as you walk 
through a 100-foot clear, underwater tunnel. 

For a wonderful family vacation, I highly recommend Atlantis resort. 

Atlantis on Paradise Island in the Bahamas

Water features and rides abound at Atlantis 
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T his “Industry Insights” install-
ment is an excerpt of a conver-
sation between Scot Morris, 
OM’s chief optometric editor,  

and Jim Murphy, former vice president 
& general manager, U.S. Vision Care 
Division, Alcon, who was promoted to 
Area President, Alcon Japan on Oct. 1.

1  What are the greatest 
threats or challenges to  
the profession?

The continued pressure of 
managed vision care plans and the 
general constraints on reimburse-
ment are the biggest challenges, 

in my opinion. These forces have 
created an environment in which 
doctors feel they need to see more 
patients. This, in turn, limits con-
tact time with patients and, ulti-
mately, causes some practices to 
struggle to make ends meet. The 
other significant threat comes 
from within. The industry needs 
to stop commoditizing the prod-
ucts and services they provide.

2  What are the  
greatest opportunities?

A big blue ocean of opportu-
nity exists. There is an opportuni-
ty to promote awareness around 

health and wellness to both the 
young and the more experienced 
demographic. Each group has 
individual needs that are unique, 
and are willing to pay to enhance 
their lives. The young want to 
look good and see well. The ag-
ing population wants to see well 
at all distances with excellent vi-
sion and comfort throughout a 
lifetime that now lasts longer than 
ever before. 

We can look to other industries 
and what they’ve done to improve 
quality of life and enhance per-
sonal image to identify ways we 
can improve our industry. The 
aesthetic industry is booming with 
people spending thousands annu-
ally on cosmetics, hair and skin 
care products to enhance their 
image. The electronics industry 
is aiding our cause by increasing 
awareness of vision with retinal 
display and 3D technologies. The 
eyecare profession has an oppor-
tunity to reach out to these con-
sumers and make a difference in 
their lives. We can’t discount what 
the public wants and expects. We 
have to give it to them and charge 
appropriately for that service.  

3  How can the profession 
help itself?

Be confident. People value vi-
sion as their most important sense, 
yet we constantly hear why we 
shouldn’t charge for this or that. 
This year, Alcon launched Air  
Optix Colors, and we’re hearing 
that optometrists are challenged 
with how much chair time it takes 
for patients to try different colors. 

Let’s put this into perspec-
tive: When we think about what 

Creating  
Patient Loyalty

48

Jim Murphy, Vice President & 
General Manager, U.S. Vision 
Care Division, Alcon

Alcon’s “Why I Care” campaign.
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consumers pay for other services 
that are centered on beauty and 
personal enhancement, we find 
that the numbers are staggering. 
Yet, optometrists are reluctant to 
charge for their intellectual ser-
vices and get paid fair value. This 
dynamic needs to change.

4  What does the profession 
need to do for industry to  
ensure mutual survival?

The profession needs to align 
on what they’re going to stand 
for and do vs. letting 
other people make 
decisions for them. 
The profession is 
built by the eyecare 
professional. Thus, 
how they practice 
shouldn’t be dictated 
by outside forces. 

At Alcon, we are 
aligned with the eye 
care professional, and 
we invest heavily in innovative 
products and technology so doc-
tors can provide these things to 
their patients. The first step is to 
have the confidence that you’re 
offering products and services that 
have value. We know that patients 
want good quality eye care, they 
want your expert advice and they 
want effective treatment options. 
If you can deliver these things, 
you will create patient loyalty.  

5  What is the most  
important thing the profession 
needs to know about what 
your company is doing or  
focusing on over the next  
12 months?

We are developing a campaign 
within Vision Care called “Why I 
Care.” It drives our purpose and 
aligns with our mission and vi-
sion. We believe we can transform 

eye care by enhanc-
ing a patient’s qual-

ity of life. There are three  
pillars to this campaign. The first is 
to make consumers feel their best, 
which addresses the issue of ocular 
comfort. Second, we want them 
to see their best, which speaks to  
visual acuity and improving the 
optical outcomes for patients; 
this may mean treating ocu-
lar surface disease, fitting toric 
or multifocal contact lenses, or 
preventive health approaches to 
eye care. It’s not about which is 
better, “one or two?” It’s about 
what is best. Third, we want  
patients to look their best, which 
speaks to self-esteem. Whether  
it’s an aging presbyope or a teen 
who wants to increase his self-es-
teem, consumers all want to look 
their best.  

6  Can you share one  
personal item that industry 
should know about you?

I don’t just work for a contact 

lens company, I’m a loyal patient. 
I started wearing contact lenses 
in high school at age 17. In my 
high school yearbook, I was asked 
about my most valuable posses-
sion, and I said it was my contact 
lenses. 

Today, I wear Dailies Aqua-
Comfort Plus Multifocal contact 
lenses, and they greatly improve 
my quality of life. Contact lenses 
are part of who I am!

7  Who is your optometrist?
Rick Weisbarth, O.D., F.A.A.O. 

8  What was your first job, 
and what did you learn from  
it that you apply to your cur-
rent position?

Out of high school, I was a 
professional hockey player in 
Germany. I learned about team-
work, leadership and that you’re 
only as good as your team. 

It is key to build the right team. 
This applies to a practice and an 
organization, such as Alcon. OM
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Jim Murphy: Contact lenses are part of who I am!

Jim Murphy, vice president & general manager, U.S. Vision Care Division, Alcon, 
at the office (above) and as a 17-year-old student (left).
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DR. BLOOMENSTEIN CURRENTLY PRACTICES AT SCHWARTZ 

LASER EYE CENTER IN SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ. HE IS A FOUNDING 

MEMBER OF THE OPTOMETRIC COUNCIL ON REFRACTIVE 

TECHNOLOGY. E-MAIL HIM AT MBLOOMESTEIN@GMAIL.COM, 

OR SEND COMMENTS TO OPTOMETRICMANAGEMENT@ 
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I
’m a huge fan of late night 
television. I mean really late 
night — when the channels 
are turned over to companies 

and pitchmen who can only af-
ford that time slot to disseminate 
their message. 

One of my all-time favorites is 
Susan Powter, an Australian nutri-
tionist and personal trainer, who 
would yell, “Stop the Insanity!” 
while trying to get people to lose 
weight. Needless to say, that ’90s  
anthem should be the battle cry  
of our profession, as eyecare pro-
fessionals who truly care about 
our patients.

 
Whom do you treat?

Now, I’m not suggesting you 
walk into your lane yelling, 
“Stop the Insanity!” However, as 
clinicians, we should be adept at 
understanding the limitations of 
the visual system. 

Optometrist’s are idiosyncrat-
ically positioned to help prevent 
ocular conditions from becoming 
symptomatic and preserve our 
patients’ vision. The ocular well-
ness of our patients is the thread 
that weaves through any exami-
nation and is embedded in our 
optometric genome. 

Yet, we collectively don’t al-
ways seek to expand this initia-
tive of maintaining a healthy 
status quo. Rather, we’re often 

reactive to symptomatic patients. 
We should be proactive with all 
patients. The irony is that we’re 
not consistent with all ocular-
related conditions. 

For example, think of a pa-
tient who has a slightly elevated 
IOP, a family history of glaucoma 

and a low hysteresis value. This 
patient has no visual field defects 
and is completely asymptomatic. 
Would you begin treatment for 
this patient? Yes, I believe most 
optometrists would. Now take 
a patient who has a pingueculae 
temporally on both eyes, wears 
contact lenses and works on a 
computer. This patient is also 
asymptomatic. Would you start 
treatment for this patient? 

These examples illustrate the 
perceived imminent threat that 
we feel, and the need to treat vs. 
the impending derailment to our 
patients’ ocular surface health. 

As a frequent traveler, I do my 
best to be invisible on a plane. I 
initiate a no-talk policy and acti-
vate an invisibility cloak to not 
invade or disrupt my fellow trav-

elers. However, I’m constantly 
bombarded by others’ lack of  
social graces — such as when the 
person behind me uses my chair 
as a means to elevate himself out 
of his seat. The instant catapult 
response spills my drink and 
awakens me from slumber. 

The butterfly effect of this  
irresponsible action can have 
some significant ramifications. I 
look at what we do in the lane 
as a way to stop that chair from 
thrusting our patient forward. 

When we collectively start 
treating the conditions that will 
have a negative effect on our  
patients’ vision, we promote ocu-
lar wellness. That pingueculum, 
as mentioned earlier, is a sign of 
dryness and needs attention. The 
patient who wears contact lenses 
with meibomian glands that are 
inspissated is a beacon to further 
problems. Every encounter is 
our opportunity to demonstrate 
why we care about our patients’  
vision in the long run — not just 
in the moment. 

Promote future 
ocular wellness

We can actively diagnose and 
treat conditions that will pro-
mote positive far-reaching effects 
on our patients’ vision. More-
over, we can “Stop the Insanity!” 
and stop using the seat in front of 
you as pulley system. OM

We should be 
proactive with 

all patients.

To Protect and 
Preserve … Vision
Promote ocular wellness through a 
proactive approach.
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The Biggest Risk That Paid 
Off in My Practice
Skill, attitude and passion led me to buy a practice.

W
hen I reflect back on my last 
19 years as an optometrist, 
I’m encouraged by the suc-
cesses I’ve had, and even 

the setbacks. One of the most impor-
tant lessons I’ve learned in life is that 
my attitude has a tremendous impact 
on my achievements. It’s been a lifelong 
goal for me to work in a profession in 
which I would be able to change lives. 
The challenge with my choice, no mat-
ter what it would have been, has been 
to remember “why I do what I do,” 
and then to always direct my decisions 
and the path that I choose both in busi-
ness and in life in the direction of that 
“why.” When I keep that “why” top of 
mind, it becomes much easier for me to maintain  
a positive attitude and continue to achieve success. 

Follow the leader
I enjoy researching and learning from leaders 

who have preceded me. What I’ve found to be true 
is that there are commonalities in many of them. 
For example, Carol Quinn, CEO of HireAuthority, 
The MBI Experts, says the characteristics that are 
consistent in high achievers are:

1. Skill: ability in a specific area
2.  Attitude: The belief that something can  

be achieved
3. Passion: The love of doing the work
We can continue to build on our skills and 

knowledge by attending CE events and learn- 
ing from the experts in our profession, but we  
tend to neglect developing habits that improve  
attitude and incite passion for what we do. With- 
out working on all three characteristics, we’ll  
have difficulty achieving the goals we’ve set  
for ourselves.

Making an impact
I chose optometry because I 

couldn’t imagine anything more life 
changing than sight. We all know that 
our ability to correct our patients’ vi-
sion has a tremendous impact on their 
lives. What I didn’t realize as a new 
optometrist was that being a great 
optometrist isn’t just about what I do 
(correcting vision), but also about how 
I do it. I realized through time that the 
patients on whom I had the greatest 
impact were those with whom I was 
most empathetic. I began researching 
patient-physician behavior and found 
that, as mentioned above, skill isn’t 
enough. Empathy encompasses both 

attitude and passion. I believe that without empa-
thy, our impact will be minimal.

In addition, without a mix of all three of the 
components, we’ll be reluctant to take risks and as 
such, our potential for changing our patients’ lives 
will be limited by that fear.

Risk that paid off
It may seem like a simple decision to buy a 

practice, and it may be for some. For me, it was 
the biggest risk I’ve taken in my career. There’s 
no guarantee when starting a practice or buy-
ing an existing one that you’ll be successful. It’s 
a large investment of time and money, and it’s 
been one of the most life-changing experiences I 
could have imagined. Ultimately, it has been a joy  
to have the freedom and control to make decisions 
in every area of my business and to create oppor-
tunities to have an even greater impact on my pa-
tients’ lives. OM

Dr. Jasper is in private practice.  
She can be reached at  
drjasper@aeswpb.com, or 
you may send comments to 
optometricmanagement@
gmail.com.

p r a c t i c e  p r o f i l e
T H E  U N I Q U E  S I D E  O F  O P T O M E T R Y

B Y  A P R I L  J A S P E R ,  O D 
W E S T  P A L M  B E A C H ,  F L .
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SHARE YOUR UNIQUE PRACTICE EXPERIENCES WITH SENIOR EDITOR JEN KIRBY. E-MAIL 

JENNIFER.KIRBY@PENTAVISIONMEDIA.COM. 
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T
here are major challeng-
es for future optometry 
school graduates: student 
loan debt, the Affordable 

Care Act and increased compe-
tition. These issues will remain 
in the foreseeable future, so the 
question is, how do you keep the 
passion for your profession? I 
posed the question to a sample of 
optometry students. I was pleased 
and surprised by some of the an-
swers they provided. 

Patient encounters
First, they love their profes-

sion. Third-year students  told 
stories about their first patient 
encounters. They described a 
combination of nerves and excite-
ment at being the “doctor” for 
the first time. Fourth-year stu-
dents shared how children were 
performing better in school with 
vision correction and how a new 
contact lens-fitted keratoconus 
patient was able to see again. 
Their stories brought me back 
to my days in private practice. I 
would walk uncorrected patients 
to the front window of my office, 
so they could look through a trial 
frame for the first time with full 
correction. Their reactions were 
amazing. I loved hearing them 
describe the details of the signs 
down the street or the leaves on 
the trees. Who wouldn’t be pas-

sionate about having that type  
of impact on a patient’s life?

Passion and inspiration
Several students mentioned 

that they were inspired to go 
into optometry by their personal 

optometrists, and that practic-
ing O.D.s continue to keep them 
passionate about the profession. 
They recounted stories of suc-
cessful O.D.s who were willing to 
share their stories of triumphs as 
well as failures. 

Attending national meetings, 
such as Optometry’s Meeting, 
also impacts students. Anyone 
who attends the Varilux Student 
Bowl can see their passion for op-
tometry. Hundreds of optometry 
students gather to support their 
classmates in a Jeopardy-style 

competition. Their school spirit 
and optometry spirit make this 
event amazing. If you attend, I  
believe your passion for optome- 
try will be rekindled by seeing the  
next generation of optome- 
try leaders.

Rewards outweigh 
challenges

Being an O.D. is a special 
thing. We get to help people on a 
daily basis. Optometry students 
‘get’ this. They understand that 
there will always be challenges, 

but they will always be needed. 
Confucius said, “If you choose a 
job that you love, you will never 
work a day in your life.” I believe 
optometry students have a true 
love and passion for the profes-
sion that they’ve chosen.  OM

Keep the Passion 
for Practicing
Optometry school students could 
teach us a few things.
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B
osses tell their employees 
what to do; leaders show 
them. If you believe your 
team isn’t meeting the 

mark on great customer care, start 
by looking in the mirror.

On many occasions, I’ve been 
asked to “train the staff to give 
better customer service” only 
to find that staff members are 
emulating what they see the doc- 
tor doing. Before you say,  
“I’m not the problem,” I sug-
gest you reflect on the following  
five questions.

1  Do I feel passionate 
about my practice, my 
patients and my team, or am 
I in a personal funk over the 
challenges that I face?

Life as a business owner isn’t 
always easy, but there’s much for 
which we can be thankful. Focus-
ing on the positive and remember-
ing why you became a doctor in 
the first place will help rekindle 
the passion and excitement you 
felt when you saw your first pa-
tient. Share with your team the 
reasons why you chose eye care as 
a profession, and ask why they did 
the same. It’s easy to get caught up 
in the daily challenges; you have 
to make a conscious effort to talk 
about ways you and your team 
make a difference in the quality of 
life of your patients.

2  Do I have a “business as 
usual” complacency, or do I 
constantly and consistently 
strive toward improvement?

If you want to get to the other 
side of the river, you have to stop 
staring at the water. We tend to 
become so familiar with our sur-

roundings that we stop noticing 
the little things that can make or 
break a patient experience. Take 
a walk around your office with 
your team, and ask them to look 
at it with fresh eyes. What do your 
patients see, hear and smell? All  
of this translates into the pa- 
tient experience.

3  Do I know of a problem 
that is keeping the team 
from moving forward, but 
I’ve been sticking my head 
in the sand, hoping it will 
resolve itself? 

Not addressing a problem is 
like putting sour milk back into 
the refrigerator with the hope that 

it will taste better the next time 
you drink it. Former Secretary 
of State John Foster Dulles said, 
“The measure of success is not 
whether you have a tough prob-
lem to deal with, but whether it 
is the same problem you had last 
year.” If you have a problem, find 
a way to fix it

4  How often do I refer  
to a person as a “prob- 
lem patient”?

Not all patients will be your fa-
vorites. However, groaning when 
you see that name on the sched-
ule sends a negative message to 
your team. Instead, discuss proac-
tive steps that can be taken when  
Mrs. Not-So-Nice comes in for  
an appointment.

5  Do I smile?
You may have heard the saying, 

“fake it until you make it.” The 
best time to smile is when you feel 
the least desire to do so. A smile is 
contagious. If you make sure you 
have a smile on your face (even 
if it’s a fake smile), patients and 
employees will smile back. This, 
in turn, increases your happiness; 
before long, your fake smile will 
become genuine.

As the business owner, you’re 
the one who sets the bar. If your 
team isn’t meeting the mark, raise 
your bar and see what happens. 
Remember — so goes the leader, 
so goes the group. OM

Note the little 
things that 

can make or 
break a patient 

experience.

Follow the
Leader
Five questions to determine whether 
staff should follow you.
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R
ecently, I had an inter-
esting conversation with 
a mother and daughter 
who’ve been patients 

with our practice for about  
2 years. At the end of her daugh-
ter’s exam, the mother said to me, 
“Dr. Colby, can I tell you how re-
freshing it is to be at a clinic where 
we feel welcome from the time we 
arrive to the time we leave? You 
have the best staff. We left our 
last doctor, who we really liked, 
because his staff was so grumpy.” 
I have a great staff because I’ve 
empowered them to be the rea-
son patients come to our office. At 
the end of the day, yes, it’s about 
the doctor and delivering the 
best quality exam. However, if a  
patient has a bad first impression 
at the front desk or leaves with a 
bad taste in his mouth at the end 
of his visit in optical, it doesn’t 
matter what you do in the middle. 
You need to have staff members 
who personify the high level of 
customer service you desire at 
both the beginning and the end of 
the patient experience.

The importance of a 
good education

I’ll never forget getting burned 
by one staff member. I spent over 
$300 to send her to a special train-
ing course, and she gave her notice 
1 week later. I was devastated and 

vowed never again to pay for staff 
education. I planned to change 
my HR manual to reflect that my 
staff would pay me back triple the 
amount paid if they left within 
a year of their education. Then I 
mentioned my horrible experience 
to a practice management con-
sultant, who gave me very wise  
advice. It went something like 
this, “You may have staff mem-
bers who will leave you, but, what 
if you don’t train the staff you 
have and they stay?” 

I’m grateful that this experi-
ence occurred early in my pri-
vate practice, and to this day, I 
encourage staff to seek out train-
ing and education to better their 
skills — and I pay for it. I pay for 
our technicians and opticians to 
be certified and for their ongoing 
dues and education costs to main-
tain certification. Providing this 
type of support shows that you’re 
committed to their growth and 
want to enhance their ability to 
contribute to the success of your 
practice. It doesn’t have to cost a 
great deal of money. Local labs  
offer free seminars and on-site 
training for opticians. In addition, 
our contact lens and lab reps do 
an excellent job providing fre-
quent updates about products and 
services that benefit patients. By 
taking advantage of these semi-
nars, your staff is more educated 

and confident in what they’re do-
ing and in turn, they’re better able 
to educate patients.

Treat your staff well
As we’ve grown from a staff of 

three to a staff of 22 in the last 
10 years, our ability to reward 
our staff has changed. However, 
it’s the little things that count. 
Early in my private practice, we 
were able to do the “little things.” 
Certificates for a manicure, gift 
cards for coffee and trips to the 
local theater fit well into our bud-
get. As we‘ve grown, our budget 
doesn’t always permit this. We 
recently migrated our 10-year-old 
EMR system to an Internet-based 
EMR system and for those of you 
who have gone through this jour-
ney — it’s stressful for everyone. 
About 2 weeks after we went live, 
our local chiropractor had four of 
their massage therapists come to 
our office to provide staff mem-
bers with mini-massages. Take 
the time to plan a little surprise 
for your staff every now and then 
to let them know how much you 
appreciate what they do for your 
business. When they’re happy to 
come to work, it shows in how 
they take care of your patients. 

At the end of the day, we all 
lament about the issues we have 
with staff management but re-
member, they’re a reflection of 
you. If you treat them well, they’ll 
treat your patients well. OM

Do Unto 
Others 
A well-trained staff may be your 
practice’s best promoters.
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“Running my practice would be 
so much easier if I didn’t have 
any staff.” – Dr. Anonymous

I 
overheard that quote at a trade 
show. It sums up my experi-
ence with many other doctors 
when I ask about their biggest 

practice-building challenge. Near-
ly 80% of them feel, or have felt 
at one time, that they could move 
their practices forward more eas-
ily if their staff:

1. Was able to “get it.”
2. Was better trained on  

the technical components of  
the practice.

3. Didn’t get in the way of 
practice growth initiatives.

Education by default
When we look at these prac-

tices, it becomes obvious that 
the real problem isn’t the staff. 
Rather, it’s the doctors’ inability 
to extricate themselves from the 
daily running of their practices 
to find time to lead their teams. 
Without a specific focus on nur-
turing, educating and integrating 
staff members into your practice, 
the outcome is “staff education 
by default.” In this case, the day-
to-day ebb and flow of the tasks 
needed to run your office are 
what wind up creating your cul-
ture and policies. If you’ve ever 
approached your front desk staff 

and seen a particular task occur 
(say, for example, the way fees 
are explained) in a way that goes 
against your cultural expectations 
and thought, “I didn’t know we 
were doing that,” then you have 
“staff education by default.”

Better use of staff
Curing this is actually very easy 

and involves three steps.
First, if your staff isn’t as in-

tegral to the patient experience 

as you would like them to be, 
acknowledge it, and commit to 
fixing it. Seek resources to help 
you. There are literally hundreds 
of options out there that include 
books, videos or seminars on 
items, such as improving cus-
tomer service, team building, mar-
keting and so on. I highly recom-
mend you look outside optometry 
for this content. For example,  
we have counseled our cli-
ents with content and concepts 
from Zappos, the Ritz-Carlton  
and Nordstrom.

Next, when budgeting for an-
ticipated labor costs (you do have 
a budget, right?) make sure the 
aforementioned resources are in-
cluded. This may be as inexpen-
sive as buying a few copies of a 
book or as expensive as flying 
staff members to an educational 
event. Regardless of the absolute 
cost, make sure your staff knows 
the goals of any such activities: 
“We’re going to drive to Chicago 
for a one-day seminar on how 
to improve our customer service. 
The goals of this project are . . .” 
Of course, if you require atten-
dance, you should pay your staff 
their usual wages.

Finally, any training, whether 
it’s a weekly 20-minute staff meet-
ing or flying across the country 
for a four-day event, means time 
you won’t be seeing patients. That 
said, based on many years of ex-
perience, I can confidently say that 
if you choose an appropriate pro-
gram for your needs, spend time 
planning expectations and goals 
and actually implement what 
you’ve learned, any time away 
from the office and associated loss 
of revenue will actually only be 
a delay in revenue, with an ulti-
mate actual increase in business. 
So, don’t fall into the trap of, “I 
can’t afford the time away from 
the practice.” 

Use this advice and I’m sure 
I’ll overhear you say, “My prac- 
tice is so much better because of 
my staff.” OM

The problem 
isn’t staff, it’s the 
doctors’ inability 

to find time to 
lead their teams.

Stop Education
By Default
Invest in your staff, so they can meet 
your practice culture expectations.
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W
hy I Care is about 
making an emotional 
connection, prioritiz-
ing eye care and put-

ting the patient at the center of 
all you do. I’ve participated pas-
sionately in this profession for 
more than four decades, and I’ve 
come to realize that if optometry 
doesn’t adapt to changes, it will 
force itself out of the role of pri-
mary eye health provider.

One such change is the way 
patients buy. Consumers purchase 
items that provide advantages 
or benefits. They also care about 
how other consumers have ben-
efited from those products. Thus, 
we must change the way we pres-
ent products and services.

Take daily disposable contact 
lenses, for example. Patients buy 
what’s important to them, so 
make daily contact lenses a prior-
ity by explaining the convenience, 
comfort and ease associated with 
wearing these lenses.

Objections and concerns 
The majority of patient push-

back occurs after the exam and 
are often associated with a poor 
plan, lack of practicing new 
scripts and passive behavior from 
the contact lens tech or the opti-
cian. Contact lenses are a mass-
produced commodity product 
available from Internet retailers, 

so you must recondition existing 
wearers and condition new wear-
ers to understand the value your 
practice provides when patients 
purchase lenses from you. 

Let’s examine some ways to 
more effectively communicate 
value with the patient/consumer.

Have a good script
• Start in pretest. Promoting 

the benefits of daily disposable 
contact lenses should begin before 
the exam. For starters, your pre-
test assistant might say, “Kather-
ine, many of our patients love the 
flexibility of wearing a single-use 
daily contact lens for sports, eve-
ning wear, shopping or just chang-
ing up their look. If you were ap-
proved for daily disposable lenses 
by the doctor, would you like to 
try them?” 

• “Prescribe” the lenses. When 
presenting a best choice to pa-
tients, “I’m prescribing” is more 
impactful than “I recommend.” 

Explain why you’re prescribing a 
specific product, in other words, 
the benefits or advantages that 
other patients have appreciated 
or achieved from your prescrib-
ing advice. It shows how much 
you care, and gives what you’re  
prescribing an added value to 
your patient.

• Outline annual supply bene-
fits. Have your team member give 
this script a try: “Dr. Smyth wants 
you to have a fresh, sterile contact 
lens on hand and ready, each time 
you ‘toss and replace,’ according 
to the wearing schedule he has 
prescribed for you. I’ll review this 
with you as well. Don’t wear your 
lenses beyond this recommended 
wear schedule. Remember, with 
daily disposable contact lenses, 
you can toss and replace daily! 

“You’ll be saving money be-
cause there’s no need to buy 
cleaning, wetting and disinfecting 
solutions. Also, you don’t have to 
spend time cleaning and disinfect-
ing the lenses, and that’s a terrific 
time-saving convenience, too!” 
(Explain any additional annual 
supply perks, such as rebates.)

 • Respond to “I’ll buy a par-
tial supply.” “Dr. Smyth pre-
scribed a complete supply for you 
because she wants you to have a 
fresh, sterile lens every time you 
need one. Would you like to take 
advantage of special savings that 
are available if you order a com-
plete supply? I’ll place the order 
now so you can have your lenses 
ASAP.” OM

We must 
change the 

way we present 
products and 

services.

Patient Purchase 
Priorities
How to communicate the value of 
daily contact lenses to patients
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Important information for AIR OPTIX® AQUA (lotrafilcon B), AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal (lotrafilcon B), and AIR OPTIX® for Astigmatism (lotrafilcon B) contact lenses: For daily wear or 
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loss of vision may result. Side effects like discomfort, mild burning or stinging may occur.

Important information for AIR OPTIX® NIGHT & DAY® AQUA (lotrafilcon A) contact lenses: Indicated for vision correction for daily wear (worn only while awake) or extended wear 
(worn while awake and asleep) for up to 30 nights. Relevant Warnings: A corneal ulcer may develop rapidly and cause eye pain, redness or blurry vision as it progresses. If left 
untreated, a scar, and in rare cases loss of vision, may result. The risk of serious problems is greater for extended wear vs daily wear and smoking increases this risk. A one-year 
postmarket study found 0.18% (18 out of 10,000) of wearers developed a severe corneal infection, with 0.04% (4 out of 10,000) of wearers experiencing a permanent reduction in 
vision by two or more rows of letters on an eye chart. Relevant Precautions: Not everyone can wear for 30 nights. Approximately 80% of wearers can wear the lenses for extended 
wear. About two-thirds of wearers achieve the full 30 nights continuous wear. Side Effects: In clinical trials, approximately 3-5% of wearers experience at least one episode of 
infiltrative keratitis, a localized inflammation of the cornea which may be accompanied by mild to severe pain and may require the use of antibiotic eye drops for up to one week. 
Other less serious side effects were conjunctivitis, lid irritation or lens discomfort including dryness, mild burning or stinging. Contraindications: Contact lenses should not be worn 
if you have: eye infection or inflammation (redness and/or swelling); eye disease, injury or dryness that interferes with contact lens wear; systemic disease that may be affected by 
or impact lens wear; certain allergic conditions or using certain medications (ex. some eye medications). Additional Information: Lenses should be replaced every month. If removed 
before then, lenses should be cleaned and disinfected before wearing again. Always follow the eye care professional’s recommended lens wear, care, and replacement schedule. 
Consult package insert for complete information, available without charge from Alcon at (800) 241-5999 or myalcon.com.

Important information for AIR OPTIX® COLORS (lotrafilcon B) contact lenses: For daily wear only for near/farsightedness. Contact lenses, even if worn for cosmetic reasons, are 
prescription medical devices that must only be worn under the prescription, direction, and supervision of an eye care professional. Serious eye health problems may occur as a 
result of sharing contact lenses. Although rare, serious eye problems can develop while wearing contact lenses. Side effects like discomfort, mild burning, or stinging may occur. To 
help avoid these problems, patients must follow the wear and replacement schedule and the lens care instructions provided by their eye doctor.
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